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“A Completely New Set of Objects”: 
Wallace Stevens and Charles Ives 

LAWRENCE KRAMER 

allace Stevens and Charles Ives have occasionally been linked together 
because of the odd coincidence that two American artists of such 

stature and originality should live not far from one another in Connecticut 
and have successful careers as insurance executives. The resemblance is 
easy to joke about-we seem to accept doctors as artists more easily than 
insurance men-and almost discourages talking seriously about the two 
men in the same breath. Yet there are fundamental affinities between them 
that will amply repay being talked about. As artists, both Stevens and Ives 
struggled fruitfully with a dilemma that has been basic to American poetry 
and music since their first maturity: the dilemma of how to reconcile the 
universality essential to great art with a texture, a form, and a vision that is 
distinctively American. The position of the two men is not exactly 
equivalent in the history of this problem. Ives is the first American 
composer of stature to confront it, and he can genuinely be said to have 
invented the terms by which it is interpreted musically. Stevens shares it 
with almost every major American poet except Whitman, for whom it is not 
a problem but an opportunity. Yet it is still Stevens to whom one should look 
first in considering the poetics of the problem, despite the fact that Williams 
gave it so much devoted attention. For Williams, Frost, Hart Crane and 
others, the question is one of means, and the aim is to domesticate an alien 
tradition: what they ask is how to Americanize the imagination, how to 
justify Whitman’s faith that, on being asked to migrate from Greece and 
Ionia, the Muse would pack her bags and come. For Stevens, as for Ives, the 
problem is not defined so simply, and it is not a question of how but of 
whether. Stevens and Ives confront the problem not as something 
pragmatic, but as something problematic, and ultimately metaphysical. It is 
in their work that it is dealt with most radically, in full recognition of the 
difficulty, even the near impossibility, of solving it. 

The problem itself can be defined as the task of creating what Stevens 
calls “a completely new set of objects”: works of art in which the local and 
the universal, the contingent and the absolute, fuse into a single form.1 Both 
Stevens and Ives feel emphatically that this cannot be accomplished simply 
by giving poetry or music a local character. The problem cannot be solved 
for poetry as Williams tried to solve it, with an infusion of idiomatic speech 
and imagery taken from the gritty streets of home. Nor can it be solved for 
music as Ives is often understood-mistakenly-to have solved it, by 
incorporating folk and popular elements into sophisticated compositions. If 
Ives had paid any attention to contemporary music other than his own- 
which, perversely enough, he didn’t-he would not have approved of works 
like Copland’s “American” ballets. For Stevens and Ives, the problem of 
making a completely new set of objects is defined by the fact that the local 
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and the universal are fundamentally incompatible with each other. These 
terms form part of a rigorous dialectic, drawn by Ives from the Concord 
Transcendentalists, and familiar in Stevens as the quarrel between reality 
and the imagination. For both men, art is the expression of a transcendental 
force, a faculty of mind or spirit which is the source of all value and the 
interpreter of all desire. Stevens, of course, calls that faculty the 
imagination, and it is worth noting the persistence of the definite article: 
there is only one imagination, though its embodiments are infinitely 
various. For both Stevens and Ives, the imagination is transcendent of all 
local facts, all the contingent realities of historical place and time: 
everything that makes up the landscape of individual life, and in so doing 
inevitably defines the limits of individual life. Both men also maintain, 
however, that the imagination can only act, only speak, through the local 
things to which it does not belong. “It is one of the peculiarities of the 
imagination,” writes Stevens, “that it is always at the end of an era. What 
happens is that it is always attaching itself to a new reality and adhering to 
it. It is not that there is a new imagination but that there is a new reality” 
(NA 22). 

The process of this “attachment” is not a simple thing. Because the 
imagination and reality are essentially incompatible, they cannot simply be 
made to go hand in hand. Before it can attach itself to a reality, the 
imagination must at the very least create a momentary disordering or 
distortion; perhaps even a violent disruption. To use the imagination, 
according to Stevens, is to generate”those violences which are the maturity 
of [our] desire” (NA 63-64). In Stevens’ earlier work, such violences 
usually take the form of thrusts, or displacements: that is, the imagination 
makes room for itself in reality by shoving reality out of the way, as it does, 
for example, in “The Idea of Order at Key West,” when the song of the girl 
displaces “the dark voice of the sea”: 

It may be that in all her phrases stirred 
The grinding water and the gasping wind: 
But it was she and not the sea we heard. 

(CP128) 
The same thing happens more rudely in “The Man With The Blue Guitar,” 
where the world is reduced to the ball on the nose of a seal by the guitar 
player’s “fat thumb”: 

He held the world upon his nose 
And this-a-way he gave a fling. 

His robes and symbols, ai-yi-yi- 
And that-a-way he twirled the thing. 

(CP178) 

Later in Stevens, the thrust at reality tends to become a cut, a tearing-the 
parting of one thing from another by abstraction, which, according to 
Stevens, is the imagination’s essential action (NA 23). In “Description 
Without Place,” for instance, the action of imagination appears as a 
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separation of the way a place looks-its description-from the place itself. 
The description then comes to us as “a sight indifferent to the eye,““a little 
different from reality.“Yet the result of this abstraction,“an artificial thing 
that exists,” is not entirely satisfactory. Even though it shapes a place on 
which the dove of creation alights, the description without place is 
incomplete: “a knowledge incognito,” a “column in the desert,““an 
expectation, a desire” (CP 343-44). 

In Stevens’ very late work, which is the portion of his poetry that most 
converges with Ives, the thrust or cut of earlier imaginative acts is replaced 
by a fusion in which the imagination coincides with the reality that it 
transcends. Stevens compares the imagination in this aspect with light 
(NA 60): like light, it adds nothing to reality except its own presence. The 
poetic form taken by this strange addition-an “addition” of sheer 
transparency-is the pivotal use of minimal descriptions: local place-names. 
Named in the presence of the imagination, the local becomes an abstraction, 
an imagined thing; while the imagination “localizes” itself in the act of 
naming. In “Reality Is an Activity of the Most August Imagination,” for 
example, Stevens places himself on a drive between Cornwall and Hartford 
on a given Friday night. The placement is emphatic: the night, we read, was 
“not a night blown at a glassworks in Vienna I Or Venice.” Stevens’ drive 
becomes an act of the imagination as the movement of the car creates “the 
visible transformations of summer night”; and the presence of the 
imagination constitutes Cornwall and Hartford as the borders of an 
absolute space. The poem calls that space “night’s moonlight lake,” an area 
defined by what it is not-“neither water nor air”-and where it is not, just 
as a moonlight lake is neither moonlight nor a lake. Night’s moonlight lake is 
a composite form-a space, a duration, a perception-in which the local and 
the absolute overlap: a visionary locality that blends into one thing both the 
night’s “visible transformations” and its fixed identity as the darkness 
between Cornwall and Hartford (PEM 396-97). 

Ives fully shares Stevens’ sense that the maturity of desire involves the 
“violence” of transformation. For Ives, there is a radical duality to be found 
between “substance” and “manner,” terms he applies freely to action, to the 
self, and to art.2 Ives’ ” substance” corresponds roughly with Stevens’ 
“imagination,” though Ives literally thinks of it as absolute in the sense of 
being noumenal, unlike the skeptical Stevens, for whom the absoluteness of 
the imagination is itself finally an imagined thing. “Manner,“in turn, aligns 
itself with Stevens’ “reality”: the local, the contingent, the historical. For 
Ives, the aim of art is to consume manner by substance. “We are going to be 
arbitrary enough to claim,” he writes, 

with no definite qualification, that substance can be expressed in 
music, and that it is the only valuable thing about it; and, moreover, 
that in two separate pieces of music in which the notes are almost 
identical, one can be of substance with little manner, and the other can 
be of manner with little substance.2 

Obviously, the way to produce inauthentic music is to let manner 
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predominate over substance; and for Ives, this means in particular to be 
hemmed in by the musical equivalent of locale, whether it belongs to the 
Boston Symphony or to ragtime. Ives’ remarks here ought to clear up the 
common misconception that he is a local colorist; in fact, Ives despised local 
colorists. In his view, the valid use of indigenous material in music is always 
as a metonym for substance, indeed as a metonym demanded by substance. 
Such material must carry the music into “the showers of the absolute,” to 
help disclose “the lessons of infinity”; otherwise it is no more than singing 
about the “cherry on the cocktail.” 

Ives’ most characteristic way of subsuming American material into the 
substance of an absolute is a form of allusion which is often misunderstood 
as quotation. Stevens offers a close parallel in his use of American place- 
names. To take Stevens first, it is generally true that when he wants to 
symbolize imagination in radical opposition to reality, he uses exotic 
imagery in order to do it. This is most characteristic of his early poetry, 
where imagination appears in the shapes of savage and tropical lushness, as 
in “Floral Decorations For Bananas,” where “leaves I Plucked from Carib 
trees” go “Darting out of their purple craws I Their musky and tingling 
tongues” (CP 54). When, however, Stevens wants to represent reality 
yielding to the pressure of imagination, he commonly represents it by the 
locale of his native regions, Pennsylvania and Connecticut. For Stevens, 
when an ordinary evening becomes the scene of an”inescapable romance” 
(CP 468), it is an ordinary evening in New Haven. A fine poem in this mode, 
though a little-noticed one, is the lyric that gives me my title: 

From a Schuylkill in mid-earth there came emerging 
Flotillas, willed and wanted, bearing in them 

Shadows of friends, of those he knew, each bringing 
From the water in which he believed and out of desire 

Things made by mid-terrestrial, mid-human 
Makers without knowing, or intending, uses. 

These figures verdant with time’s buried treasure 
Came paddling their canoes, a thousand thousand, 

Carrying such shapes, of such alleviation, 
That the beholder knew their subtle purpose, 

Knew well the shapes were the exactest shaping 
Of a vast people old in meditation . . . 

Under Tinicum or small Cohansey, 
The fathers of the makers may lie and weather. 

(cl’ 352) 

In this poem, imagination is the force that brings “alleviation” to human 
desire by shaping new objects through meditation; reality is the local, pure 
and simple; and the two become one. This fusion has its source in a quality 
that can simply -be called “thirdness’‘-the quality that arises when the 
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means of perceiving an object is the impossibility of saying that the object is 
one thing or another. Thirdness is the basis of one of Stevens’ central 
tropes, the extended “as if” sequence that richly describes something which 
neither coincides with its images nor fails to coincide with them. Elsewhere, 
the quality is more direct. In “Reality Is An Activity,” thirdness compels the 
poet’s recognition that night’s moonlight lake is neither water nor air. 1n”A 
Completely New Set Of Objects,” it compels the reader to recognize that 
the poem’s images are neither literal nor figurative. Stevens’ river, for 
instance, is neither literally the Schuylkill and figuratively a visionary form, 
nor the reverse; and the figures in the flotilla are neither literally images of 
the beholder’s friends and figuratively spirits of place, nor the reverse. Both 
the river and the figures are third things; part of a new set of objects. 
Thirdness like this is the mark of fusion in Stevens; it is the way things are 
perceived when the imagination has integrated itself with a local reality, the 
form in which a vision of mid-earth-of earth as imagination and reality-is 
a trip to Pennsylvania. 

Where thirdness marks the fusion of a locality and an absolute, Stevens 
turns the locality into a metonym for that fusion by giving the locality’s 
name. The essential feature of place-names in this rather Ivesian role is that 
their presence is incantatory rather than referential. “Tinicum” and “small 
Cohansey,” for instance, are names deliberately picked for their obscurity, 
their lack of rich associations; and even the Schuylkill, admirable river 
though it is, is not the Mississippi or the Rio Grande. Unlike a poem such as 
“Crossing Brooklyn Ferry,” where the rhapsodic naming of locality forms a 
bond of union between the poet and those who live in the place he names, “A 
Completely New Set Of Objects” addresses its names to strangers, readers 
for whom the names are essentially empty. This “emptiness” in the name is 
strongly in accord with the principle that reality becomes imaginative only 
by abstraction. In order to embody the fusion of reality and the imagination, 
a locality is forced to make a kind of dialectical bargain: the price a named 
place pays to transcend itself is its disappearance into a place-name. In its 
turn, the name becomes less the designation of a particular locality than a 
signifier for locality as such; and in this abstract version of the local, reality 
and the imagination meet. 

What Stevens does with these names, Ives also does with the hymns, folk 
songs, rags, and barroom tunes that turn up continually in his music. These 
local melodies are almost never simply quoted by Ives; they are nearly 
always distorted, either in their own right, or by their placement in a 
polytonal context that dismantles their harmonic identity and renders them 
naive, alien presences in the music. Consider, by contrast, Alban Berg’s 
quotation of a Bach chorale melody in the last movement of his Violin 
Concerto. Not only does Berg derive the quotation from the tone-row on 
which the concerto is based; the very name of the chorale, “0 Ewigkeit, Du 
Donnerwort,” aligns itself with the music’s expressive purpose, which is to 
commemorate the death of a friend’s daughter. Ives rigorously excludes 
continuities of this kind when his music takes in a hymn tune or a traditional 
melody. The last movement of his Fotlrth Violin Son&, which is based on the 
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hymn, “Shall We Gather At The River,” is a characteristic instance of his 
methods. The hymn does not appear without distortion, sometimes 
grotesque distortion, until the very end of the movement; and there it 
appears only in truncated form, its closing phrase left out. After that the 
music simply stops. Here, as in Stevens, the local makes a dialectical bargain 
with the absolute: in order to be heard, it reduces to an allusion to itself. Or, 
to generalize in a way that will cover both the local tune and the place-name: 
the local, in order to lend its identity to the absolute, is forced to surrender 
its identity. In general, the form of that surrender is the translation of a 
presence-the tune or the place-into a function of the imagination-the 
act of naming or alluding. To vary Stevens’ formula, the imagination in 
these cases may add only itself, but it also takes away whatever is not itself. 

Both Ives and Stevens recur often to this mode of fusion, but neither man 
is entirely satisfied with it. Ives’ attempt to find a way to give”substance”to 
the local, without thinning the local itself into a kind of atmospheric haze, 
occurs in his most ambitious single work, the Second Piano Sonata: Concord, 
Massachusetts, 7840-7860. In the Concord Sonata, Ives tries to orient the music 
towards “substance” by distancing it from its own presence as music. His 
devices to that end are numerous, but they are all variations of one device: 
the introduction of elements that make a purely musical interpretation of 
the sonata impossible. To name the four movements “Emerson,” 
“Hawthorne, ” “The Alcotts,” and “Thoreau,” which posits an evocative 
power far more abstract than program music ordinarily claims, is only the 
beginning. Ives took pains to see that the sonata had no definitive version by 
playing it differently every time he performed it. In addition, he introduces 
two bars of viola obbligato in the “Emerson” movement, which at once calls 
for extra-musical interpretation; and a more extended section for flute at 
the climax of”Thoreau,“which he coyly says is optional, without meaning it 
at all. The flute obbligato is essential; we will come back to it. Finally, and 
most emphatically, Ives meant the score of the sonata to be interleaved with 
a group of essays on Emerson, Hawthorne, the Alcotts, and Thoreau, 
together with a prologue and epilogue articulating his musical esthetic. The 
essays were published separately at first, under the title Essays Before A Sonata, 
but when Ives had a chance to publish the sonata itself in 1947, he followed 
his original plan and interleaved the movements with the essays. 

The crucial element in the sonata is, however, a musical one-though one 
that combines intrinsic and extrinsic meanings. This is the use of the 
opening motive of Beethoven’s Fifth Symphony as the dominant structural 
feature of the piece. Ives makes plain what the motive signifies in his 
“Emerson” essay: “There is an ‘oracle’ at the beginning of the Fifth . . . the 
soul of humanity knocking at the door of the divine mysteries, radiant in the 
faith that it will be opened-and the human become the divine!“3 The 
Beethoven motive is Ives’ signifier for “substance” in the sonata, his 
signifier for the universal, both in itself and as it is embodied in music, as 
metonymized by the most famous phrase in musical history. The other 
material of the sonata, which germinates from an original theme identified 
by Wilfrid Mellers as the lyric counterweight to the Beethoven motive,4 



belongs to Ives and to Concord: it signifies the local, the American, the 
contingent, questing for rapprochement with ultimate substance. During 
the course of the sonata, it achieves this by various fusions with the 
Beethoven motive. These fusions are always followed by dispersals; yet 
while they last, neither the Beethoven motive nor the local material loses its 
identity, and local and the absolute irradiate each other. 

The course of this process is too complex to describe in full, but the most 
decisive aspects of it are readily accessible. In the first movement, 
“Emerson,” the initial juxtaposition of materials is indicative of a stark 
incompatibility, a seemingly unbridgeable gap between the local and the 
absolute. The Beethoven motive’s first appearances are violently 
syncopated against the development of the lyric motive, and harmonically 
disruptive of it; their effect is to interrupt or impede the meditative flow of 
Ives’ “Emerson” music. This discontinuity, however, slowly gives way to 
integration, a process articulated by Ives’ treatment of the tonality of the 
Beethoven motive. When it first appears, the motive is off-key with respect 
to Beethoven’s Fifth; in fact, it can be heard lurching out of key, as it twice 
descends from C, the tonic note of Beethoven’s C-minor, to a dissonant 
G-sharp. When, later in the movement, the motive finally sounds, 
fortissimo, at Beethoven’s original pitch (G to E-flat), it seems to declare 
that it is “really” present for the first time; and this “revelatory” statement 
leads to a long meditative section in which a real fusion of materials 
gradually takes place. The Beethoven motive still tends to halt or retard the 
meditation, but it is less often”bounced” against it by syncopation, and less 
often discordant. At its close, the meditation is free to become a thunderous 
statement of the Beethoven motive; and this leads to the movement’s 
climax, an eerie passage in which the viola intrudes two pianissimo bars, as if 
to announce, by “transcending” the sonata’s instrumentation, that the 
sought-for unity is possible. After this, the Beethoven motive is slowly and 
lyrically evolved out of a series of pianissimo chords, as if it were originating 
from them: the absolute finding a new origin in the local. The end of the 
movement follows at once, as two different forms of the Beethoven motive 
are sounded simultaneously, to create an ambiguous moment that half 
echoes, half dissolves, the fusion just achieved. 

The two middle movements align the local and absolute elements more 
loosely, allowing a kind of release from the tension of seeking a perfect 
unity. The second movement, “Hawthorne,” is said by Ives to be 
“phantasmal. ” It is meant to be dreamlike; to find a depth in the mind where 
the local and the absolute mingle freely but distractedly, passing, so to 
speak, in the night. Both are contained; neither is resolved into the other. 
The movement, Ives writes, has to do perhaps with “something personal, 
which tries to be ‘national’ suddenly at twilight, and univeral suddenly at 
midnight.“5 Ives’ commentary places the music where the mind can no 
longer distinguish terror from delight, where “the ghost of a man who 
never lived” may be at one with a hymn-tune that haunts a churchyard or 
with children’s excitement on a frosty Berkshire morning; and the self, in 
that place, is open to the showers of the absolute in the negative sense that, 
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in that place, everything is arbitrary. The movement is full of scraps of half- 
heard tunes. The Beethoven motive comes and goes, sometimes careening 
into ragtime and bouncing away, without integration; and at one 
memorable moment it wedges itself suddenly between the halves of a tune 
that sounds ominously like “Columbia, The Gem of the Ocean.” 

The third movement, “The Alcotts,” is meant to be a reversal of the 
second. The unsheltered scene of the mind’s inner chaos is replaced here by 
the sheltered parlor at “Orchard House” where, writes Ives, stands “the 
spinet that Thoreau gave and where Beth played the Scotch airs and played 
at the Fifth Symphony. “6 The Beethoven motive enters here as something 
contained in the Alcott parlor, mingled with hymn harmonies and 
Scotch airs in easy alternation. But it is also something that transcends 
the parlor, as the parlor, indeed, transcends itself: for there is, says Ives, “a 
spiritual sturdiness” there, “a kind of common triad of the New England 
homestead.“7 Ives suggests the strength of that spirituality when he 
climaxes the movement with a forceful statement of the Beethoven 
motive in diatonic triads; the theme, unaltered and immensely forceful, 
suddenly seems to contain the domestic commonness that contains it, a 
reversal of origins which is genuinely revelatory, but which naturally fades 
away into the sounds of the untransfigured parlor. 

It is in the fourth movement, “Thoreau,” that substance is most fully 
achieved. Here, the Beethoven motive is not sounded at all until the close, 
but the music, after an indefinite beginning, soon comes to unfold over a 
steady ostinato bass which, as Mellers points out, is in fact an inverted form 
of the motive.eThe movement is meant to evoke a Thoreauvian reverie, and 
as it moves slowly and deliberately on its way, it seems continually to invent 
itself above and out of the latent presence of the Beethoven theme in the 
bass. To complement the first movement, where the universal motive is 
“born” from the pianissimo cloud of “local” chords, the local here finds its 
birth in an inchoate form of the universal; and it seems that the ultimate 
relationship that Ives finds to bring the local and universal into unity is that 
of origination. This intimation is borne out by the climax of the movement, 
when a rising melody is played by the flute. Ives’ essay identifies this flute 
melody with the sound of Thoreau’s flute as it rises over Walden Pond at the 
end of a day’s meditation: “It is darker-the poet’s flute is heard out over the 
pond and Walden . . . faintly echoes-is it a transcendental tune of 
Concord?“9 The answer to that is “Yes,” of course, as “Concord” assumes 
a double meaning. In the flute melody, Thoreau’s local reverie and the 
Beethoven motive are seamlessly woven together. Mellers calls this a 
“mystical communion, “10 but it is less that than a mutual creation or 
origination, as the local and universal melodies continually give way to each 
other, each a momentary prelude, then postlude, to the other. When the 
flute falls silent, the fusion is lost; but it has been, to borrow a phrase from 
Stevens, for a moment final. 

Stevens’ equivalent to this kind of fusion without loss comes not in 
massive ventures like the Concord Sonafa, but in poems notable for their 
chastened quality, a severe humility before the absolute. Yet these poems do 
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make the absolute accessible much as the sonata does, by so presenting the 
local and the absolute that a relationship of origination springs up between 
them. As usual, Stevens’ method for this relies on his principle that the 
imagination works by abstraction. His procedure is a twofold movement of 
presentation and withdrawal. Stevens begins with the abstraction of 
imaginative naming, the act by which a named locality becomes a metonym 
for the presence of an absolute. He follows this with a second abstraction 
that disregards the place-name and identifies the absolute directly. This 
pattern-one might call it naming and un-naming-at once identifies the 
local as the occasion for the absolute’s presence, and finds in the absolute the 
ultimate ground for whatever visionary quality the local has called forth. 

Perhaps the poem that best embodies this pattern is “The River of Rivers 
in Connecticut”: 

In that river, far this side of Stygia, 
The mere flowing of the water is a gayety, 
Flashing and flashing in the sun. On its banks, 

No shadow walks . . . 

It is not to be seen beneath the appearances 
That tell of it. The steeple at Farmington 
Stands glistening and Haddam shines and sways. 

It is the third commonness with light and air, 
A curriculum, a local abstraction . . . 
Call it, once more, a river, an unnamed flowing, 

Space-filled, reflecting the seasons, the folk-lore 
Of each of the senses; call it, again and again, 
The river that flows nowhere, like a sea. 

(CP533) 

Like “A Completely New Set of Objects,” this poem creates a topography 
that prevents our distinguishing the visionary from the literal. The river of 
rivers is described with dazzling particularity as”flashing and flashing in the 
sun,” and for the first three stanzas we cannot say for sure that it is not a 
real river. Yet the river is located in an unreal landscape where Connecticut 
borders on Stygia rather than, say, New York; and it is more than a natural 
river, since the mere flashing of its water is a gayety, and since its presence 
excludes death by excluding “shadows’‘-negations of light and dwellers in 
the underworld. In the fourth stanza, Stevens names Farmington and 
Haddam as metonyms for the river’s presence-the appearances that tell of 
it-and thereby integrates the two localities with the absolute that flows 
through them. Yet the places are not permitted here to dissolve into their 
names. Their appearances persist: like the river, they glisten and shine, and 
this analogy permits a further identification of the local and the absolute 
without any loss of tangible locality, bearing out Stevens’ affirmation that 
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the river is not seen beneath the appearances that tell of it, but in them, or 
even us them. 

With naming of places done, the poem moves to identify the transcen- 
dental flashing that incarnates itself in the local ones called Farmington and 
Haddam. The abstractions that achieve this re-enact the process of the first 
abstraction, the naming, at a new ontological level. In the presence of its 
names, the local has appeared as an actual manifestation of the universal. 
With the names withdrawn, it returns to its visionary origin and appears 
only as a possibility, a potential presence within the//unnamed flowing.“Yet 
there is no loss of particularity or locality in this new turn. If the river is”the 
third commonness with light and air,” then it is everywhere; and if it is “a 
local abstraction,” then it can only be present where there ure local 
abstractions-where, say, the steeple at Farmington glistens and Haddam 
shines and sways. The poem has first shown us fusion from the perspective 
of the local; now it shows the same fusion from the perspective of the 
absolute. There is little difference: for what we see in both cases is a river, 
and it is a river that we are to call it again and again, in an inexhaustible act of 
imaginative recognition. In that act, which simultaneously echoes the 
poem’s naming and its un-naming, the thirdness beside light and air 
resolves into a tangible singularity: the river that flows nowhere, like a sea. 

Stevens’ method of fusing the local and the universal by naming and un- 
naming is in a way the mirror-image of Ives’ evolution of a scene of mutual 
origination in the flute episode of “Thoreau.” What appears in Ives is a 
continual movement of each term out of the opposite term, from which it 
originates. What appears in Stevens is a movement back into origin, as the 
local is stripped away to reveal its ground in the universal. Ives seems to see 
the local and the universal as interchangeable grounds for one another, and 
the union he discloses between them is therefore seamless. Stevens does 
not go so far; and the result is that what appears in Ives as a moment of 
transcendence or transformation, appears in Stevens as a moment of 
disclosure or vision. Stevens is more circumspect than Ives; and his poems of 
fusion always seem to acknowledge a certain blankness, a stubborn opacity, 
that continues to come between the local and the universal. This blankness 
coincides with the brief interval between the withdrawal of the name and its 
replacement by something else; and while never obtrusive enough to 
become an actual irony, this interval does impose on Stevens’work a quality 
of perpetual seeking, of continual approximation to what Ives represents as 
found, present, and momentarily secure. 

A poem that depends on this interval of uncertainty is “Our Stars Come 
From Ireland” (CP 454~55), a text that has been unwarrantably neglected, 
probably because Stevens was at pains to be modest about it in a letter to the 
persona of its first part, Thomas McGreevy. “Our Stars” is not one poem, 
but two, or rather is one poem made out of two. The first of the pair,“Tom 
McGreevy, in America, Thinks of Himself as a Boy,“enacts the provision of 
place-names to an absolute; the second, “The Westwardness of 
Everything,” enacts the removal of the names to disclose their 
transcendental ground. The distinctive feature of the poem is the way it so 
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cleanly separates naming from un-naming; and this has results that are 
slightly disquieting. 

In “Tom McGreevy,” the absolute that takes on a local name is the 
speaker’s self, understood as an expression of the imagination, a principle of 
making. This self appears in the poem as a thirdness that results from the 
speaker’s splitting of his identity into a boyhood Tom who lived and”died” 
in County Kerry, Ireland, and an adult Tom who lives in Pennsylvania. 
Though the speaker refers to “he” and”I”in his account of these two selves, 
the poem is devoted to find a moment in which they can come together, and 
so reveal the third self that transcends time and place and includes both”he” 
and “I.” This is the self that “makes” neither Ireland’s Ma1 Bay nor 
Pennsylvania’s Swatara and Schuylkill, but simply makes, is a 
personification of making; the self that injects the “I” of the adult Tom into 
the boy Tom’s imaginings: “These things were made of him I And out of 
myself.” The poem discloses this third self with the image of the stars. 
Because they are visible from all of the places named by the poem, though at 
different times, the stars concentrate the identities associated with each 
place into a single form. It is as the stars “wash up” from 1reland”through 
and over the puddles of Swatara / And Schuylkill” that the sound of one self 
“comes from a great distance” to the other “and is heard.“The presence of 
the virtually sacramental thirdness is indicated by that phrase”through and 
over.” The stars that “wash up” from Ireland are neither the stars present 
in the sky nor the stars reflected in the water, but the unnamed composite 
of both. 

In the second poem, “The Westwardness of Everything,” this pattern of 
turning Ireland and Pennsylvania, Ma1 Bay and Schuylkill, into local 
abstractions, is repeated, like its counterpart in “The River of Rivers,” at a 
new ontological level. This time, what appears first as a reunion between 
two local selves, one the origin of the other, by fusion into a more 
continuous third self, reappears as an absorption of all self and all locality 
into the principle of origination or “final change.” In the second poem, 
everything that has been named by the first is stripped of its name and its 
place, and abstracted into the universal presences of sky and water. The 
western places, Kerry and Ma1 Bay, become “westwardness”; the eastern 
places, Pennsylvania and Schuylkill, become the “east” that paradoxically 
appears within that westwardness. No persons enter the poem at all; “he” 
and “I” become simply “the mind.” As for the stars and water, their 
anonymity, their abstraction from place and person, converts them into the 
pure form of change, “themselves a change.” More exactly, they become 
forms in which the paradoxical act of origination, of beginning to be by 
departing from something, is contained as a presence: “themselves an 
issue”-a coming forth-‘/as at an end.” When the mind is in the presence of 
these stars, it is “as if. . . I The ocean breathed out morning in one breath,” 
as if night and day were one thing, and that thing a form of morning, a 
beginning and a renewal. This moment of”a final change, / When the whole 
habit of the mind was changed,” is the ground from which the union of 
selves in the first poem originated. But it is also, as the second poem is 
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brought forward, the ground into which they slip back, as all local identity is 
lost in the presence of the stars. Coming from Ireland, the stars have also 
“come” from locality itself, and passed into a universal presence. In fact, by 
the time “The Westwardness” ends, even the stars seem to have vanished 
into the pure presence of an abstraction, because the poem names the stars 
only at the beginning, and then proceeds by piling up descriptive and 
appositive phrases until their referent becomes tenuous, almost forgotten 
both by the poem and the reader. 

This absorption of locality into the universal is the very thing that 
Stevens’ method of naming and un-naming tries to avoid, yet he intrudes it 
deliberately here into “Our Stars.” The reason for this becomes evident 
when one reconsiders the form of the poem. “Tom McGreevy” and “The 
Westwardness” do not represent a sequence; they are meant to appear as 
simultaneous versions of the same moment. The absorption of the local is 
not definitive here, any more than the third self of “Tom McGreevy” is the 
universal on which “Our Stars” comes to rest. Neither of the constituent 
poems is complete without the other, rather as one’s sight of stars and water 
is two-dimensional unless both eyes are open. Close one eye-forget one of 
the constituent poems-and the result is a loss of depth. Yet one cannot, of 
course, read the two poems at once; and the fact that the reader must thus 
posit the simultaneous presence of the local and the universal abstractions, 
without being able to envision them at the same time, suggests Stevens’ 
way of honoring the brief but irreducible interval that inhibits his fusions 
from attaining the stability of Ives’. At the same time, however, the 
presence of the stars in both poems, even though the second blurs them, 
suggests the unbreakable bond of origination in which the local and 
universal unite, as light “washes up” out of the sea. 

Perhaps the best way to summarize Ives’ and Stevens’ approach to the 
problem of fusion is to reconsider two of their central images. Stevens/river 
of rivers and Ives’ flute melody epitomize fusion in their work, and are 
perfect analogues to one another. Both forms trespass the boundaries of 
their texts, one by its repetition as an image beyond the close of its poem, 
and one by its instrumental difference from the music around it. Both 
forms, moreover, also trespass boundaries within their texts: Ives’ by 
combining the local and absolute themes into a single melodic line, and 
Stevens’ by flowing nowhere, like a sea. These “trespass images” are the 
ultimate forms of fusion in the two men’s work. Their character is to effect 
a continual reversal of our perception of them. Apprehended as local-a 
river, Thoreau’s flute-they disclose themselves as universals-flowing 
nowhere, weaving in the Beethoven motive. Apprehended as universals, 
they reverse the process: become Farmington and Haddam, unfold the local 
theme. Their ultimate trespass, it seems, is on the boundaries of our 
consciousness. These images, representing the end of striving, are plain and 
tranquil. A long way from violence, they are in both men’s work the final 
maturity of our desire. 
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NOTES 

1. This problem should, incidentally, be sharply distinguished from the problemof”concrete universals.” 
The terms confronted by Ives and Stevens are not concreteness and abstraction, but place and placelessness, 
history and ahistoricity. 

2. See Essays Before A Sonafa, The Majority, and Other Writings by Charles Ives, ed. Howard Boatwright (New 
York: Norton Library, 1970), pp. 75-77. 

3. Ibid., p. 36. 

4. Music In A NPW Found Land by Wilfrid Mellers (New York: Hillstone, 19751, p. 49. Mellers’bookprovides 
a fine study of the Concord Sonata: I am indebted to it at several points. 

5. Essays Before A Sonata, p. 42. 

6. Ibid., 47. p. 

7. Ibid., 47. p. 

8. Music In A New Found Land, p. 55. 

9. Essays Before A Sonata, p. 69. 

10. Music In A New Found Land, p. 56. 

The Extent of the Metaphor 
(after “The Poem That Took the Place of a Mountain”) 

Each found him- 

rock, each 

cloud was 

finished. 

self rearranged, 

no longer 

Even the wind architect of an 

whistled right 

through the right 

arbitrary mountain 

but a rock 

tree. He started 

down, snag- 

ging, tangling, 

twining in 

vines until he 

falling, 

at the 

mercy of the 

landscape. 

-Perry Turner 
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Wallace Stevens Society 
1978 MLA Program 

Thursday, 28 December 

Business Meeting of the Wallace Stevens Society 

I:OO-2:00 p.m., Murray Hill, Hilton 

Presiding: R. H. Deutsch, California State University, Northridge 

Wallace Stevens Centennial: Poets on Stevens 

2:00-4:00 p.m., Murray Hill, Hilton 

Reading of original works arranged by the Wallace Stevens Society. 
Presiding: R. H. Deutsch, California State University, Northridge, and 
John Serio, Clarkson College. 

Special Guest Readers: Miss Holly Stevens and Peter Brazeau 

Poets: Marvin Bell; Michael Benedikt; Alfred Corn; Robert Fitzgerald; 
Barbara Guest; Daniel Halpern; Jascha Kessler; William Meredith; Binford 
Ramke; Muriel Rukeyser; William Jay Smith; Ann Stanford 
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Wallace Stevens’ Manuscripts 
at the University of Illinois 

GEORGE HENDRICK 

T he Rare Book Room of the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign 
has recently received large shipments of letters and manuscripts from 

the Carl Sandburg Estate, and the June 1977 shipment contained Wallace 
Stevens holographs of great interest. 

Both WalIace Stevens and Carl Sandburg began to publish in Harriet 
Monroe’s Poefry in 1914 and both, in the next few years, were to express 
admiration for the poetic work of the other. Sandburg wrote to Louis 
Untermeyer on April 10, [1919], that Stevens “holds for me repeated 
readings. The music of his lines and the dusk of implications in the phrases 
stays on and delivers its effect for me always in pieces like Thirteen Ways of 
Looking at a Blackbird . . . “1 When Sandburg sent an autographed copy of 
his Cornhuske~s to Stevens in October of 1919, he tipped into the volume a 
typed manuscript of “Hats” and this handwritten note: 

Wallace Stevens: 

Here is one of thirteen ways of looking from 
a skyscraper. 

Carl Sandburg 

HATS 

Hats, where do you belong? 
what is under you? 

On the rim of a skyscraper’s forehead 
I looked down and saw: hats: fifty thousand hats: 
Swarming with a noise of bees and sheep, cattle and 

waterfalls, 
Stopping with a silence of sea grass, a silence of prairie 

corn: 

Hats: tell me your high hopes. 

Sandburg also inscribed the volume of Cornhuskers: 

This book for our friend 
and fellow craftsman 
Wallace Stevens. 

Carl Sandburg 

Chicago 
October, 19192 
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Stevens responded warmly to Sandburg in this previously unpublished 
letter: 

Hartford. October 17. [19191 

Dear Sandburg: 

Thanks for Cornhuskers. I have not read a book of poems for so long 
that I cannot remember the last. But I have spent several hours with 
yours and intend to get all your fling and truth out of it. How much 
piffle there is in most poetry! The blessing becomes a disease. But with 
you it is still a blessing and a juicy one. And I am particularly grateful to 
you for remembering my wish to have the book from you personally. 
This last month I have been going a great deal to Washington and have 
been so much occupied that I have had very little time for anything 
except business. I hope, however, that I may be in Chicago before long 
and that we may then regale ourselves on such ambrosia as is not 
taboo. 

Very truly yours, 
Wallace Stevens3 

Stevens wrote Harriet Monroe on October 20, 1919, that he had read 
Sandburg’s Cornhuskers “with sincere pleasure.” Stevens continued: “So 
much fresh air, fresh feeling, simple thinking, delightful expression: 
delighted expression, does one good. I cannot say that the larger pieces stir 
me, but one comes on the most excellent raisins everywhere . . .“4 

The two poets had first met a year earlier, undoubtedly in March of 1918, 
introduced by Harriet Monroe. 5 They apparently got on well together. 
Probably because of Sandburg’s great admiration for “Thirteen Ways of 
Looking At A Blackbird” Stevens gave the manuscript of that poem to 
Sandburg. I am, however, unable to find any account of that transaction. 
The holograph is now in the Sandburg Collection at the University of 
Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, 

Sandburg must have expressed his views about Stevens to Harriet 
Monroe, and she then gave Sandburg two of the letters she had received 
from Stevens, along with copies of poems Stevens had submitted to Poetry. 
The first of these previously unpublished letters is as follows: 

Scranton, Pa., 
November 5, 1918 

Dear Miss Monroe: 

My devoirs to Poetry for its annointing. Carlo+ sleeps the sleep of the 
just. But I am moved by this souvenir . , . Here one is far from poetry 
and Jepson7 and Pound. Scranton was always miserable; but to-day, 
when it looks and feels so much like snow, and when one must pass the 
time, because of the election, in a dismal hotel, Scranton is worse than 
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miserable . . . Don’t you take Jepson too seriously? And Pound, too? I 
should mourn if you were to become involved in a very uninteresting 
row with these two. Pound is deliberately capitalizing old stuff all 
around. It is such a chestnut to peck at: United States art, Great Britain 
poetry, and so on . . . But, of course, I live in the country and may not 
realize the importance of things. I hope soon to be in Chicago, at least 
to pass through the place and to find out from you then just why 
various things matter . . . There isn’t a crumb in my cupboard, at the 
moment. I have been full of pangs, during October, nevertheless. That 
is an extraordinary month in the leafiness of Hartford, where we 
happen to have a park in which Lincoln Park would look like a grain of 
sand. Expeditions have disclosed that the Connecticut River is one of 
the holy rivers, flowing toward Jerusalem . . . But one does not feed on 
wind and water and it is difficult to walk streets lined with the works 
of Kipling and Brian Hooker8 . . . I rushed to New York on Sunday to 
hear the Paris (Conservatory) orchestra and thought I never heard 
such heavy, lifeless playing. If it comes your way, do not have too great 
hopes. 

Very sincerely yours, 
Wallace Stevens 

The Sandburg Collection also contains this letter of Stevens to Harriet 
Monroe: 

January 30, 1921 

Dear Miss Monroe: 

Yr Xmas card and a rainy day (which has made it possible for me to 
copy them for you > are back of the enclosures. They are the result of a 
good deal of weeding out-or the residue. This has not been a good 
year for poetry with me for I have never before been so busy. 
Whatever Dr. Williams may say about being . . . adrift, finding a place 
in abstraction sensually realized through 

CONTACT 

-there can be a little too much of it. Since returning from Florida I 
have been whirling round like a machine. By the way, I may be in 
Chicago within about two weeks. If so, I shall, of course, look in on 
you, although I know that you are on the en[d] of yr annual sunwise 
term. I met Alfred Kreymborg in NW. York one day last week and 
heard all the latest news. The boy lives in a pretty atmosphere, ma 
foi-all love and hates and liquor. Hope you will like Sur Ma Guzzla, 3. 
They read better backwards than forwards in my eye-they’ve been 
here so long. 

Always sincerely, 
Wallace Stevens 

Stevens’ Letters above-Copyright@ by Holly Stevens and published with permission. 19 



Attached to this letter was the manuscript of “Sur Ma Guzzla Gracile.“The 
twelve poems under that title were accepted and appeared in volume XIX, 
October 1921, issue of Poetry. These poems-“Palace of the Babies,““From 
The Misery of Don Joost,““The Doctor of Geneva,““Gubbinal,““The Snow 
Man,““Tea At the Plaza of Hoon,““The Cuban Doctor,““Another Weeping 
Woman,” ” Of the Manner of Addressing Clouds,““Of Heaven Considered 

l As A Tomb,” ” The Load of Sugar-Cane,” and “Hibiscus On The Sleeping 
Shores”-were written in pencil on lined, legal sized paper. 

Miss Margaret Sandburg, Sandburg’s oldest daughter, tells me that her 
father’s admiration for Stevens continued throughout his life. Miss Holly 
Stevens in Letters of Wallace Stevens published a letter of Stevens to Bernard 
Heringman, January 7, 1953, in which he says, after enumerating the 
celebrations planned for Sandburg’s seventy-fifth birthday, “But, of course, 
the long and short of Carl Sandburg is that he is an enormously popular 
person, who likes everybody and whom everybody likes, in turn. On several 
occasions when he was in Hartford he brought his guitar out to the house 
and sang for us. Such warmth and friendliness are their own reward.“9 

These newly discovered papers provide much material for studies of 
Wallace Stevens, Carl Sandburg, and Poetry. 

NOTES 

1. Herbert Mitgang, editor,Tke Lehrs of Carl Sandburg (New York: Harcourt, Brace & World, 1968), p, 153. 

2. Stevens’copy of Cornhuskers is now at the Huntington Library, San Marino, California, and quotations 
from the inscription and insertion are reproduced with the permission of the Carl Sandburg Family Trust 
and the Huntington Library. 

3. Copyright@ by Holly Stevens and published with permission. I am indebted to Miss Stevens and to the 
staff of the Rare Book Room of the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign and to Miss Margaret 
Sandburg for help in preparing this article. 

4. Holly Stevens, editor, Leffers of Wallace Stevens (New York: Knopf, 1966), p, 216. 

5. Ibid., p.205. 

6. Carlo5 among the Candles. Stevens’ verse play, was published in Poetry. 

7. For an excellent account of the Edgar Jepson affair see Ellen Williams, Harriet Monroe and the Poetry 
Renaissanre (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1977), pp. 233-235. 

8. Brian Hooker (1880-1946), was an American poet, novelist, translator, and opera librettist, now most 
remembered for his translation of Cyrano de Bugerac. 

9. t!Aters of Wallace Shens, p. 765 
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‘Deep Within The Reader’s Eye’ 
With Wallace Stevens 

WILLIAM C. STEPHENSON 
WARWICK WADLINGTON 

S tevens in his critical essays and poems asserts that the creative central 
force, so intimately ours that its presence goes unnoticed, constitutes 

not only the poet’s power of discovery but his power “to reconstruct us [his 
readers] by his transformations” (NA 45). More precisely, the poet’s 
function is to transfer his imagination to the consciousness of his readers by 
drawing out a shared potency. In Stevens/well-known formula, the poem in 
itself is an “insatiable actor,“a performer representing the act of the mind in 
finding what will suffice (CP 239-40). But it is solely with the reader’s active 
reception that the poet can be fulfilled: “he fulfills himself only as he sees his 
imagination become the light in the mind of others . . . The poet . . . 
address[es] himself to a gallery of one’s own. . . [that] responds because he 
has educed from it that for which it was searching in itself and in the life 
around it and which it had not yet found . . .” (NA 29). This mutual 
satisfaction by a shared activity is the cardinal point of Stevens’ art. For 
example, when he speaks as a reader concerning the poetry he admires, the 
same stress continues: he writes of a Marianne Moore poem that our 
primary consideration should be “in respect to its potency as a work of art. 
Does it make us so aware of the reality with which it is concerned. . . that it 
forces something upon our consciousness?“(NA 99) And of Valery’s Dance of 
the Soul, Stevens asserts that what it “requires is not so much explanation as 
. . . attentive and fervent critics or, say, readers, willing to experience the 
transformation which knowing a little about themselves brings about by 
miracle or, say, by art” (OF’ 285-86, italics added). 

In these quotations Stevens’ characteristic emphasis is not only the 
work’s potency to force something on the reader’s consciousness; it is 
equally the mutual transaction, the interdependent exchange, between 
writer and reader. The writer offers to the actively searching audience the 
power that he has “educed” from the anticipated audience itself. Stevens is 
at his most vividly inclusive when he writes that the genius of poetry is “a 
power that dominates life, a central force so subtle and so familiar that its 
presence is most often unrealized . . . It is to be found beneath the poet’s 
word and deep within the reader’s eye . . .” (OP 243). In fact, Stevens’ 
description of poetry’s two-way transaction is the same as that regarding 
reality in general: just as he believes a figure of speech fails for us when we 
merely “understand it rather than participate in it” (NA 7), so we discover 
objects of consciousness by participation: 

A waking, as in images we awake, 
Within the very object that we seek, 
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Participants of its being. It is, we are. 
He is, we are. Ah, bella! (Cl’ 463) 

“To read a poem,” says Stevens, “should be an experience, like 
experiencing an act”(OP 169). But Stevens is well aware that theaction of the 
reader has not been given its due: “Nowadays it is commonplace to speak of 
the role of the writer in the world of today. But why not think and speak of 
the role of the reader in the world of today: the role of the reader of 
Origines, the role of the reader of my poetry, say, in the midst of the 
contemporary conspiracy and in the midst of the contemporary 
conspirators” (LWS 599). The reader’s invited “conspiracy” with Stevens 
still has not had the attention it deserves from critics. In a critical approach 
that attempts to flow from Stevens’ aesthetics, this active role demands 
paramount attention. 

Here, then, is the key to Stevens’ repeated insistence that “the theory of 
poetry is the theory of life.” The genius of poetry resides both in the 
poet’s words and deep within the reader’s eye. That is, it is not unique 
to poetry but is the most common power imaginable. Yet because it is what 
we use to perceive with, it is difficult to perceive in itself. Like 
the deep structures and processes of the eye, this receptive and constructive 
power is employed so subtly and familiarly in all our life activities that it is 
difficult to recognize and seems strange to the sight when educed from us 
and placed in the very path of our search. The poet’s business, as Stevens 
sees it, is not merely to discover something by means of this power, 
it is to reveal this power itself. And this revelation is not a display, as of 
something existing apart as a mere object of our knowledge. Rather, we 
experience this active power as our own activity, when it is summoned by 
the poem. As we know a pen by writing with it, as our instrumentality, so 
we come to know the normally transparent functionings of our perception. 

The poet’s special power at once arises from and returns to the common 
human gift: it makes our transparent powers for the moment opaque, so 
that we may see them as well as see through them. To paraphrase Stevens, 
the poet helps us to live our lives by realizing-making real-the too 
familiar activity that may otherwise, self-obscured, lose its nerve and tone 
and be helpless to counter the world’s physical and spiritual violence. 

Borrowing a term from phenomenology, we will call the most basic 
activity of perception the prereflective function. In Stevens’ own words: 
“the sight / Of simple seeing, without reflection” (Cl’ 471). It is the 
functioning of consciousness before we begin to reflect on what is being 
perceived in this primitive working of perceptions. The foundation 
for reflective thinking is this perceptual immediacy from which concepts 
derive. In Stevens’ view, “Conceptions are artificial. Perceptions 
are essential” (OP 164). Stevens’ point here is not to deny the need for 
conceptions but to affirm, in the constructions of consciousness, the 
priority of the most common miracle, “the sight of simple seeing.” When 
Stevens speaks of poetry as both being and enacting the”act of the mind,” 
he means this endlessly searching process in which the most elementary 
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disclosures of prereflection give rise to a reflection that, as its name 
indicates, turns back into its basis again. In the prereflective phase, 
each particular of reality is participated in, not (yet) reflected upon; the 
world is “lived” as a cooperation, in terms of its active connection with man 
the actor, the doer. As Maurice Merleau-Ponty insists,“Consciousness is in 
the first place not a matter of ‘I think that’ but of ‘I can.“‘1 This idea 
is not limited to Stevens or to phenomenologists. To note only one rather 
intriguing parallel, T.S. Eliot in his doctoral dissertation on’ F.H. Bradley 
remarks that “In any knowledge prior to speech the object is not so much an 
identity recognized as such as it is a similar way of acting; the identity 
is rather lived out than known.” 2 This co-action with some particular 
of reality may exist, of course, at all levels of intensity from the 
minimal force barely sufficient for prereflective functioning to those 
extraordinary heightened states to which we, along with Stevens, apply the 
name “imagination.” Stevens’ poetry characteristically explores the ranges 
of intensity accompanying the movement into reflection and back again. At 
all levels, in his words, “things do not stand alone but are operative as the 
result of interaction, inter-relation” (OP 293-94). 

II 
We have raised two key issues-one concerning the nature of poetic 

activity and the other concerning the reader’s share in it. They may now be 
more concretely addressed in terms of one poem, “Anecdote of the Jar.” 
This poem is useful because it demonstrates Stevens’ chief principles 
performatively rather than discursively. Despite its size, the poem has received 
a large amount of attention because of an accurate critical instinct that it 
broaches major issues of Stevens’ poetry. 

Anecdote of the Jar* 

I placed a jar in Tennessee, 
And round it was, upon a hill. 
It made the slovenly wilderness 
Surround that hill. 

The wilderness rose up to it, 
And sprawled around, no longer wild. 
The jar was round upon the ground 
And tall and of a port in air. 

It took dominion everywhere. 
The jar was gray and bare. 
It did not give of bird or bush, 
Like nothing else in Tennessee. 

(cl’ 76) 

Despite the plentiful criticism that has sprung up like Tennessee to 
surround this poem, very few fundamental disagreements exist about how 
it should be read. Allegorical interpretation is the rule. The jar is seen as 
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representing the human mind or else the mind’s creation, which dominates 
“Nature” by establishing a uniform shape and human reference point amid 
the non-human disorder. Aside from this allegorizing, the real question 
becomes one of tone (broadly conceived) regarding the poem’s primary 
counters: Does the poet speak out “for” the jar (mind, art), “for” Nature, or 
does he in some way reconcile these opposites? 

The question is indeed one of tone. But such a framing of the choices is 
inappropriate to Stevens’tonal finesse. Concluding quickly that what is said 
of the jar is incredible, the critic briefly admires the witty imagination that 
could conceive of such a thing and is impatient to decipher what must 
obviously be allegorical components: what the jar stands for, what 
Tennessee stands for, and then which of these the poet stands up for. This 
method consequently overlooks the possibility that what happens us one 
tries to understand, or, remembering Stevens’ admonition, participafe in the 
poem is what is crucial. It treats the poem as if it had already happened. Such 
criticism exists at three or four removes from the poem’s process of 
transformations; but it is within the process that we must locate ourselves. 
“Locate ourselves” is meant in both senses. 

In fact, locating or placing in both senses of positioning or recognizing 
summarizes the plot of the poem. The plot-the narrative organization 
hinted at in the word”anecdote’‘-will be our first concern in analyzing the 
activity of perception. The conflict of the senses, the interplay of sight and 
sound, will be the second; and a final summary of the significance of this 
activity, the third. Throughout the three phases of this analysis, the bipolar, 
back-and-forth movement of the poem will be designated in various ways. 
It will help to bear in mind that contrasting terms like substantial/relational, 
reflectivelprereflective, and individual/class are but different names for the 
double character of the poem that produces its interactive, dynamic effect. 

The first stanza discloses the poem’s dominant pattern: I placed, it was, it 
did. I placed something somewhere (a jar in Tennessee); it was something 
somewhere (round, upon a hill); it did something there (made the slovenly 
wilderness surround that hill). 

The initial act of placing sets in motion the work’s possibilities. Abruptly, 
it baffles our attempts to make sense of the tone: is this a clown or a 
metaphysician who places a jar-and what kind of jar-in Tennessee? 
Tennessee?-why not, say, in Nebraska? Or in a back yard? Or in a box? Or 
in an archipelago or planet? How can you place something as insignificant as 
a jar in something as ample as a state? On the other hand, why not? Such 
questions multiply without apparent limit. All point up the situation’s 
mischievous discomfiture. The poem gives us “a jar“ and pushes us off 
balance from the start. What will follow the whimsicality is uncertain-a 
Mother Goose rhyme?-yet the tone of voice is curiously authoritative and 
direct, if tentative. How far can the lines be read in a playful W. C. Fields 
voice: “I placed a jar in Tennessee, I And round it was, upon a hill. / It made 
the slovenly . . .” At this point we balk; there’s no going on with that tone of 
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voice. (As we shall see later, however, the submerged hilarity resurfaces 
from time to time.) 

Who is the “I” and why does he vanish so soon? Stevens easily could have 
begun with the neutral, “There was a jar,” thereby avoiding a situation that 
immediately calls into question the epistemological relationship between 
knower and known, “I” and “jar.” What will follow? Will the “I” observe 
what he has done, and in observing and contemplating come to recognize 
the significance of what is being observed? The playful tone forbids our 
exaggerating the importance of the philosophical situation, yet it is raised. 
At any rate, the”I”disappears after the second word: Stevens is even careful 
to avoid echoing its sound, for the only other two “ai” sounds in the poem 
are b;lried at quite a distance (in “wild” and “like”). Reflective knowing will 
be displaced by another kind of knowing. But in order to instruct us in 
recog.nizing another kind of knowing, the poem must first force us to 
exercise our most consciously customary mode of knowing by which jars 
are objects and I’s are subjects, and so forth. The poem will teach us to enter 
into the being of the jar, as actor, fully engaged in the immediacy of its 
acting, and only then to return to reflective examination. 

Once the jar is placed, the “I” recedes to the background. How the jar got 
there becomes secondary; now we begin focusing on the image itself. But 
what kind of jar is this? Again, the lack of specificity is deliberate, causing us 
to conjure up all sorts of possibilities. Large jar? Small? Translucent? Mason 
jar? Moonshine jar. ? Ah, ha!-Tennessee! Fools rush in, but critics should 
not be censured for making such connections-only for confiding in them. 
Already at this point in the poem the mind seeks certitude, desires to 
terminate such unlimited investiture of meaning. At the moment that the 
responding imagination may be giving up in the face of such indeterminacy, 
or spinning off into multitudinous association, the jar’s cardinal attribute is 
brought sharply into focus: “and round it was.“The force of this single word 
“rour;d” cannot be exaggerated. In one stroke it shears away incidental 
associations. Now the jar’s roundness reflects the hill’s roundness. Upon the 
hill iL “is”; round it “is.” The strength of the “being” verb threatens full 
ontological, exclusive equivalence. The jar’s roundness becomes its 
completely salient trait. 

Roundness is experienced as cardinal largely because of the deliberate 
tone of voice and the authority of the state of being verb”was.” What might 
be &led “substantial” statements-statements which attempt to name, 
declare, describe, often by employing a “being” verb-are statements about 
an object seen in isolation. But attendant upon this “substantial” statement 
is a gesture toward a”relationa1” statement: “round”where?-“upon a hill.” 
Next, the adjective form of “round” is explicitly made verb: “surround that 
hill.” Static, “substantial” adjective (round jar) becomes active, “relational” 
verb (surround). Ontological exclusiveness is translated into action-as if a 
thing is merely round, roundness itself. Roundness becomes the central 
activity of the poem. 

The poem’s first stanza, therefore, establishes the dominant structure as 
the aiternation of “substantial” and”relationa1” statements. The poem pulls 
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us back and forth from the desire to name, reify, and possess to the desire to 
understand an action in its context. These two forms of “knowing” are 
contained in the verb “placed”: to place something is to fix it, or locate it in 
time and space; the corresponding form of knowledge is a static or reflective 
form, seen explicitly in the verb “to be.” But to place something is also to 
conceive of it relationally (as in “I place him now”), and the corresponding 
form of knowledge here is knowledge in action.3 

The rest of the poem repeats the pattern of oscillation of “substantial” 
and “relational” statements. Stanza two opens with a relational: “the 
wilderness rose up. . . and sprawled around,” and closes with a substantial: 
“the jar was round upon the ground.” Stanza three opens with an apparent 
relational: “It took dominion everywhere”and then moves to a substantial: 
“The jar was gray and bare.” Then follows a relational: “It did not give,“and 
finally a substantial: [it was not like anything else]. The elementary 
conclusion, therefore, is that the poem educates us in double vision; it 
exercises our dual capacity for focusing on a static object as well as on an 
interactive process. 

As we have seen, the first stanza ends with a celebration of the relational 
way of seeing. We have moved out, so to speak, from limited perspective on 
the jar (knowing its roundness) to a more comprehensive perspective. Seen 
as actor, the jar participates in something larger than itself by compelling 
the wilderness to surround the hill. Now one of two things can happen: 
either we can move back to close perspective on the jar or we can continue 
our outward swing of relational vision. The latter happens: not only does 
the wilderness surround the hill, but now it rises up to the jar on top of the 
hill, and sprawls around. Seen in comprehensive vision, actor and acted- 
upon are interchangeable; action itself is reciprocal. 

Now at the end of line six we have reached the precise center of the poem. 
We have been educated in “substantial” and”relationa1” ways of perceiving. 
Now the eye wants to freeze, or eternalize this central still point, which is 
why we move to the substantial. The ear wants to hear”round”and”round” 
over and over, to hypostatize the mere fullness of its delightful sound.“The 
jar was round upon the ground”-how comforting and thoroughly 
enjoyable. “The jar was round upon the ground, / And tall and of a port in 
air.” Can we go any further? Yes-“It took dominion everywhere.” Round, 
ground, air, where-the magical rhymes (not to be found elsewhere in the 
poem) cement us to our prereflective state. And if we visualize the images, 
this hypnotic state is reinforced: the round jar, the round, tall jar stretches 
upward to infinity-is of a port in air. We believe! It does, it is! It takes 
dominion everywhere. 

And yet, where do we go from here? Where are we? What does it mean to 
say this abstract thing, “it,” took dominion in this abstract place, 
“everywhere?” The sentence appears to be a relational statement (it took, not 
it was), but it is actually a disguised substantial statement simply because it 
does not speak about being in rehtion. The object is hypostatized action. 
Almost as soon as the words are uttered the hyperbole rings false: 
everywhere? The very utterance pushes us into reflective thinking. In the 
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consequent pause following the hyperbole, we lose sight of everything: hill, 
wilderness, Tennessee, ground, and even the jar itself. 

The moment of incipient reflection is registered when the eye begins to 
chasten the ear. The redressing of perception foregrounds minimal rather 
than maximal properties: “the jar was gray and bare.” The matter-of-fact 
tone matches the matter-of-fact descriptive seeing. The jar’s limitations are 
accentuated: “It did not give of bird or bush, I Like nothing else in 
Tennessee.” This is by no means the “right” or final view of the jar; the 
poem could go round and round the merry-go-round of seeing and knowing 
the world in quite different senses, as in “the Man with the Blue Guitar.” 
What we have learned is not just that a viewer’s perspective determines 
what he sees (a round or gray jar), but that these substantial perspectives 
determine relational contexts as well. As a cardinal attribute comes to 
dominate the relational context, both finally collapse upon themselves, 
leaving room for a new apprehension of another salient attribute. The 
initial context created in this poem is verified so fully that its repletion 
becomes incredible in the ninth line. This is the experience of roundness as 
filling up, ingesting. The jar”drinks up” the wilderness. As it does so it takes 
dominion everywhere. Moreover, the word”everywhere” is so excessively 
unspecific as to recharge the sense of arbitrariness experienced in the 
poem’s first line. Plenitude, under the pressure of arbitrariness, becomes 
vacancy; roundness becomes a cipher. 

The first stanza therefore establishes the condition of reflection. Toward 
the end of the first stanza and proceeding into the second, the poem 
modulates to prereflective perception. This prereflective activity extends 
into the first line of the third stanza, which then collapses back into 
reflective activity. Oscillation of perception is not subordinate to meaning; 
it is meaning. The poem’s subject is its activity-the passing back and forth 
from reflective to prereflective. Now we need to examine how the poem’s 
sounds and images help to establish these different activities as well as the 
off-balance moments when one teeters over into the other. 

The poem’s first two lines establish the normal four-beat meter: “I placed a 
jar in Tennessee, I And round it was, upon a hill.” We needn’t worry here about the 
relative strength of these beats. The point is that the poem opens with the 
sound of balance and control. A certain urbanity of tone is evidenced in the 
second line’s inversion: not “it was round,” but “round it was.” These and 
other factors create the sense of reassurance that is necessary to correct the 
confusion we are experiencing in making sense of the arbitrary action 
described. In the third line, however, we encounter intense dissonance, not 
only in the sloppy, unmanageable sounds (“slovenly wilderness”), but 
especially in the metrical chaos following”made.“The situation is, to say the 
least, unstable. Our ear seeks and finds resolution, pouncing on what 
follows: “surrutlnd that hill.” But as satisfied as our ear might be by the way 
the dissonance is pulled tight-civilized, our ear also hears that something is 
missing-a beat. To be sure, we partly hear that beat in the sound of that 
baggy monster, “slovenly wilderness,” but the demands of meter are 
relentless, and a misplaced beat is still a misplaced beat. The sound of 
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“surround,” echoing “round,” becomes so emphatic that we can’t help but 
pause, as we pause again after “that hill,” mentally supplying the missing 
fourth beat. This is the exact place where the transformation of adjective 
into verb occurs-where static adjective (round) becomes active operational 
verb (surround) and where a disengaged reflection gives way to a 
prereflective interaction. 

Predictably, the poem’s other major turning point is also marked by 
metrical irregularity. The second line in the third stanza is also missing a 
beat: “The jar was gray and bare.” Again, the ellision gives us pause- 
slightly unbalances us-and initiates the swing back to reflection. Having 
been lulled by the pronounced rhymes and monotonous metrical regularity 
preceding it, we are prompted to look again at the jar and somewhat self- 
consciously begin delineating its attributes (now its grayness and bareness, 
not its roundness). Having been jolted, we become aware of the buried 
humor of what we have been saying: The childish cataloguing of the jar’s 
attributes becomes humorous: “The jar was round. . . and tall. . . and of.“The 
singsong rhythm produces not a third attribute, but merely an emphatically 
ludicrous of. Here we have a benevolent chastening of the eye by the ear. 
The sounds, that is, correct the eye’s desire to eternalize the jar-to see it 
stretched out forever in immaculate permanence, a silent, noble “port” to 
heaven. Thus it is that the tempo serves both ends: first, hypnotically, to 
augment prereflective vision, and, next, monotonously to inaugurate (by 
means of the delayed-fuse effect) reflective vision. The lines demand 
conflicting readings: first in an almost awed tone of voice (“The jar was 
round upon the ground I And tall and of a port in air”), and next, or almost at 
the same time, in an ironic tone of voice. The delayed joke pops somewhere ’ 
in the pause following “everywhere,” largely brought on by the absence of 
two syllables in line 10. In short, what happens at this point is the converse 
of that discussed previously, in stanza one. There the movement is from 
explicit playfulness to implicit solemnity; here it is from solemnity and 
somberness to playfulness and distance. 

The poem, therefore, enacts our desire to find a resting point. As soon as 
it is granted, stasis topples again into motion. There is no stopping the cycle. 
Not only is this off-balance moment notated metrically within the poem by a 
gap, it is also noted visually by a shift in perspective. 

Perspectivism prevails from the start: we are caught off guard in our 
attempts to make sense of the opening line, hence try out different tones of 
voice (serious, playful) and different investments of meaning (e.g., seeing 
the jar as a symbol for mind). Similarly, a welter of visual perspectives 
dislocate us: are we watching this anonymous man place this impossible jar 
from a horizontal axis? Is the jar round because we are looking down at its 
lip or rim from above? Where do the boundaries stop? Are we now back on 
the ground looking up at the wilderness, giant-like, surround the hill? Are 
we now looking up through the portly jar’s “port,” or down into it? And so 
on. 

The point is that each arbitrarily accepted angle of vision almost 
automatically calls forth its opposite. No matter how “cosmic” the 
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perspective, our human eyes cannot take everything into view at once; we 
always see things as bounded, or framed, by something else. Accordingly, 
what is framed will always be seen in terms of the frame. The jar acts out 
what it is by dominating what it is not. Just as anything that contains is also 
being contained, meaning acquires new meaning in new contexts. The 
world can be arrested, but not finally known, in the act of naming or 
composing. It can be said, therefore, that the poem gives us no final 
grounding in reality, but rather a grounding in our own repeated efforts to 
make a final grounding. 

III 

If the reader’s active participation is necessary to the very point of the 
poem, why does the poem resist it so thoroughly? The work epitomizes 
Stevens’ remark that good poetry should resist the intelligence almost 
successfully (CP 350). In Stevens’ poetry there is a key, elemental ratio of 
relationships: men are to the world as the reader is to the poem. And, for our 
present purposes, the relation of men to the world is summed up in another 
work: 

And though one says that one is part of everything, 

There is a conflict, there is a resistance involved; 
And being part is an exertion that declines: 
One feels the life of that which gives life as it is. 

(ol’ 96) 

So the poem’s resistance reflects the reality of our lives, in which the 
sense of unity with everything, even in the most basic functioning of 
consciousness, is an exertion. Prereflective cooperation with our world 
must be termed an activity precisely because effort against resistance is 
indeed required. Analogously, the combined attraction and resistance of the 
poem causes the exertion of consciousness. In its exertions, as it is exercised 
against resistance, we experience the turn from prereflection to reflection 
and back again. These strivings cause the co-active process of consciousness 
to be vividly felt, lived. To repeat the key point suggested earlier: the 
workings of perception become not only what we search with in the poem 
but also what we find there, educed, summoned from us: “One feels the life 
of that which gives life as it is.” 

The general point can be made more specific by recalling Stevens’ 
observation that the poetic experience “is a moment of victory over the 
incredible,” in which “something newly credible” takes the place of the 
incredible (NA 53). Stevens considered poetry especially valuable today 
because it exercises the basic human faculty of confidence in the world in an 
age of disbelief. For part of the resistance of “Anecdote” is the way it resists 
belief, conjures with and dares incredibility in order to triumph over it. 

The title announces the poem’s “genre” and so suggests the conventions 
of belief proper to it-an anecdote. Now the anecdote is a type of narrative 
usually occurring within the context of a discussion and serving to validate 
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some opinion by an illustration drawn from private experience but not 
generally known, attested to be true. (Thus the root meaning of anecdote: 
“not published,” or literally,“not given out.“) Thus its credibility rests solely 
on two conditions: first, the reliability of the narrator, and second, the 
believability of the agents or actors and the actions they perform. In the 
present case, we are in the dark concerning the poem’s narrator. And as to 
the putative actors, what are we to think? If it had been a matter of, say, the 
fox and the crow story that Stevens admires in one of his essays for its 
attractive credibility-but a story about a jar and Tennessee? We are used to 
reading narratives that personify animals; this is an incredibility that has 
long since yielded to our need to represent the world’s cooperative vitality. 
Even inanimate objects that move, like little engines that could, have been 
domesticated in our uses. And still, to be exact, we would expect to have the 
title indicate fable, not anecdote. But to have us consent to an anecdote about 
a jar and a piece of political geography would indeed produce “something 
newly credible.” 

In brief, even in a fox and crow fable one quickly gives the sort of credence 
an anecdote requires; and consequently, the movement of consciousness 
itself-the performative quality of its co-acting- is obscured. Yet this very 
performative exertion, transaction, is what Stevens wants to make sharply 
experiencable. To make consciousness discover its own basis, he puts 
cooperation at stake. He risks credibility, he flirts with complete imaginative 
resistance on the reader’s part by making this little tale a matter of a 
container and a southern state. (In this sense, the poem “bargains on” the 
previously mentioned static-allegorical response from a part of its 
readership; this authorized mis-reading is the necessary precondition for 
the poet’s finding within the general audience the specific “gallery of one’s 
own.“) Yet the very playful brazenness of this unlikely combination, its 
mock-heroic possibilities, the simple declarative quality of the style, plus the 
poem’s techniques of sound and meter, seduce an imaginative participation 
after all. It is, however, of a precise type: one that experiences the process, 
the developing phases, of its cooperation. In the back-and-forth pull 
between resistance and involvement, neither ever fully complete but always 
composing a momentary balance that becomes off-balance, there is 
produced the very movement of human life, the human reality that Stevens 
celebrates in “The Man With the Blue Guitar”: “‘To know that the balance 
does not quite rest, I That the mask is strange, however like”’ (CP 181). 

We have been saying that the poem’s evident absurdity is not to be swept 
aside with a remark about Stevens’wittiness so that we can”make sense of” 
the poem by simply substituting category for individual (Art for jar) or 
human for non-human (Mind for jar). The lines quoted above from “Blue 
Guitar” will help us to see what point the discussion has reached and to take 
the final steps in analysis. The lines connect the idea of a momentary balance 
giving way to motion with the idea of a residual strangeness in any 
resemblance of art. This may be restated in still more general terms: 
metaphor can be only momentary, not a fixed identification established 
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between entities but a phase in the constant metamorphosis of reality. 
Northrop Frye, though in many ways a rewarding reader of Stevens, has 
raised the strongest objection to such a view of poetic figures. Frye claims 
that Stevens/critical conception of metaphor is seriously deficient because it 
dwells on resemblance alone. Frye objects that metaphor is not a matter of 
mere likeness; rather, “metaphor is a statement of identity: this is that, A is 
B . . . When a thing is identified as itself, it becomes an individual of a class or 
total form: when we identify a brown and green mass as a tree we provide a 
class name for it . . . The distinctively poetic use of such metaphor is the 
identifying of an individual with its class, where a tree becomes 
Wordsworth’s ‘tree of many one,’ or a man becomes mankind.“4 

Whatever its general applicability, Frye’s prescription misses the point for 
Stevens. The point is an easy one to miss, especially for a reader dominated 
by Platonist habits of mind. Stevens plays with, and is strongly attracted by, 
such habits of mind. But his basic emphasis is what he calls “the activity of 
resemblance.” The truth of his poetry is this activity, and his poems often 
enact a cyclic movement between class and individual. Or, as he writes 
elsewhere, within the difference “between the and an, / The difference 
between himself and no man . . .” (Cl’ 255). 

This is also the difference between the jar of the title, and u jar of the 
poem’s first line. Identification of individual and class is one asymptote of 
the activity of a Stevens’ poem, not its purpose. The anecdote, seen in these 
terms, is”about”a jar in the process of becoming the jar but failing at the very 
moment when this status is on the point of being achieved. We might 
compose a comic subtitle for the poem: the rise and fall of a synecdoche. 
Clearly, such a summary assertion, like part of the poem’s experience, is not 
only comic but absurd-absurd, that is, from the viewpoint of disengaged 
sober reflection. But seen from another viewpoint, this is also a way of 
describing the movement of consciousness. 

More accurately, the poem is an experience of heightening prereflective 
consciousness that demonstrates one active basis for such abstract 
generalizations as class categories, universals, and absolutes. The basis is 
our co-active power to experience a particular so intensely that it rises and 
expands; the individual is “lived” us if it were its class, the contingent as if it 
were an absolute, and so on. In other words, it is our ability to perceive a jar 
as if it were the jar-and so, momentarily, it is: the jar-of-all-jars, the 
container of all containers. (In the Harmonium volume in which our poem 
appears, another work entitled “Anecdote . . .” concerns the very “Prince of 
Peacocks”; and the poem preceding “Jar,” “Bantam in Pinewoods,” is a 
comic-heroical cursing of a “damned universal cock.“) 

In its complex play the poem at almost any moment allows us to refocus 
from one mood and perspective to the other that is always imminent. The 
reason is that the conceptions that arise from such desirable, enriched 
perceptions are themselves not only needful, they are also potentially 
dangerous and must be defended against even as they are prompted. Should 
the conceptions lose touch with the enlivening activity from which they 
come, they turn into static, arrogant “conquests of the mind.” 
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We can distinguish, then, a prereflective power, perception, and a 
reflective power, conception, although there is a continuum connecting 
them. Each has its own distinctive sort of familiarity; but, Stevens writes, 
poetry deals with that which “is never familiar to us in the way . . . Plato 
wished the conquests of the mind to be familiar . . . [Poetry’s] function is 
precisely . . . the sense that we can touch and feel a solid reality which does 
not wholly dissolve itself into the conceptions of our own minds. It is the 
individual and particular that does this. “5 This is why Stevens is so taken by 
Simone Weil’s idea of decreation, the artistic movement from the created 
back to the untreated. 

It is because of the “infinite of the actual” (Cl’ 451) that the particular is 
both a saving grace and the beginning of the road to possible damnation. 
This is also why Stevens can describe poetry as a “transcendent analogue 
composed of the particulars of a reality . . .” (NA 130). To experience a 
particular in an intense transaction is to dilate with vitality. Our owr, force 
becomes more than equal to the spiritual violence of reality. But this rich 
perception is the basis for a conception which, if not properly defended 
against, produces an impoverishment of life. So it is that, “The poet represents 
the mind in the act of defending us against itself” (OP 174). Without a 
proper safeguard we tend to become satisfied by the “three or four / ideas” 
(CP 255) that, in Stevens’ view, amount to chaos, as in his aphorism, “a 
violent order is a disorder” (CP 215). This danger exists within the very 
characteristics of prereflection, and therefore in any later reflection. for as 
the particular expands to fill our senses, we lose our awareness of a 
particular as such, and experience only the disembodied universai it is 
becoming in our perception-a giant anonymity in which we participate, 
becoming “no man.” In this case our conceptions rule reality like absentee 
landlords. 

In seeking the most opulent enlivening sense, poetry must asympto :ically 
approach and yet defend against this dangerous”overrating.“In”Anc::dote 
of the Jar,” we experience a dynamic individuality that comes “alive” the 
moment we focus on it, even so humble a thing actively existing i;\ the 
circuit between u and the. The alternating possibilities enrich, chastt n, or 
complicate each other to educe and train the power that can both act al ainst 
reality’s resistance and defend against its own perversions. The ret ult is 
that we see the image in its “first idea” (Cl’ 381 ff.), living in this mon:ent’s 
perception. From this all other sense, meanings, ideas come. 

As our world is transformed into a transcendent analogue, a realm of 
action whose “beyond” is really a “within” and a “beneath,” the reader is 
transformed to enter the process of his most familiar seeing. If the poem is 
an act of the mind in finding what will suffice, the satisfaction can only 
be a corresponding act, reader’s to poet’s, and poet’s to reader’s. From ,4eep 
within the reader’s eye one hears the mutually spoken syllables that open 
and close the poem’s first line as well as its beginning and end: “I . . . see.” 
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NOTES 

I. The Phenomenology of Perception, trans. C. Smith (New York, 1962), p.137. 

2. Knowledge and Experience in fhe Philosophy of F. H. Bradley (New York, 19641, p. 132. (Published version of 
Eliot’s Harvard dissertation.) 

3. In a magisterial critical pronouncement, Stevens highlights the two kinds of viewpoint: 

If we go back to the collection of solid, static objects extended in space, which Dr. Joad posited, and if we 
say that the space is blank space, nowhere, without color, and that the objects, though solid, have no 
shadows and, though static, exert a mournful power, and, without elaborating this complete poverty, if 
suddenly we hear a different and familiar description of the place: 

This City now doth, like a garment, wear 
The beauty of the morning, silent, bare 

if we have this experience, we know how poets help people to live their lives [It is the poet who] 
creates the world to which we turn incessantly and without knowing it and gives to life the 
supreme fictions withouf which WP I~TP unable to conceive of if. [Italics added] (NA 31). 

4. “The Realistic Oriole: A Study of Wallace Stevens, ” in Wallace Stevens: A Collertion of Critical Essays, ed. 
Marie Borroff (Englewood Cliffs, N.J., 1963) p. 175. Reprinted from Hudson Re~~ieu~ 10 (Autumn 1957):353-70. 

5. Stevens’ linkage of power and particularity is consistent: 

Poetry has to do with reality in its most individual aspect. There is in reality, whether we think of it 
as animate or inanimate, human or subhuman, an aspect of individuality at which many forms of 
rational explanation stop short. And the wonder and mystery of art. is the revelation of something 
‘wholly other’by which the inexpressible loneliness of thinking is broken and enriched. To know facts as 
facts in the ordinary way has, indeed, no particular power or worth. But a quickening of our awareness 
of the irrevocability by which a thing is what it is, has such power, and it is, I believe, the very soul of 
art What I desire to stress is that there is a unity rooted in the individuality of rational connections. 
(Of'23537). 
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Notes and Comments 

Wallace Stevens prices remain high. Some recent examples: 

Notes Toward R Supreme Fiction (Cummington Press, 1942)-one of 80 signed copies: 
$1,195.00 in Catalog 150 of the Phoenix Bookshop issued in late September 1978. 

A few months earlier, in May 1978, In Our Time’s Catalog 88 advertised a “review 
copy” &, of the unsigned issue (190 copies) of Notes Toward u Supreme Fiction for 
$750.00. 

House of Books, Ltd., in its catalog issued in October 1978, lists a copy of the 
unsigned issue of Notes Toward II Supreme Fiction-“some cover soiling else fine”-for 
$275.00. 

The same catalog of House of Books, Ltd., alsolistsPurtsofu World (Knopf, 1942)- 
“very fine, slight repair to spine of dust wrapper”-for $125.00; a rose paper copy 
of Esthaique Au Mu1 (Cummington Press, 1945)-the unsigned issue of 300 copies- 
for $475.00; and a copy of A Primitive Like an Orb (Gotham Book Mart 1948) for 
$75.00. 

A copy of The Collected Poems (Knopf 1954), inscribed by WS, was advertised in 
Bradford Morrow’s first catalog during the summer of 1978. It sold for $475.00. 

An unsigned copy of The Collected Poems in Serendipity’s Catalog 37 for 1978- 
“exceptionally fine in perfect dust jacket/‘-is listed for $125.00. 

The same Serendipity catalog also advertised the following books by WS: 
Harmonium (Knopf 1923), first binding-“inscribed by Justin O’Brien to Mr. and Mrs. 
Frederick Whitman”--$245.00; Ideas of Order (Knopf 19361, first binding-“fine in 
dust jacket” and “advance copy” [sic,-$200.00; Ideas of Order (Knopf 1936), second 
binding-‘/beautiful copy in dust jacket”-$200.00; Parts of u World (Knopf 1942), 
“fine in slightly darkened dust jacket”--$135.00; Transport to Summer (Knopf 1947), 
“fine in dust jacket”--$1X.00; Muttino Domenicule ed AItre Poesi (Einaudi 1954), “very 
fine"-$85.00. 

Maurice F. Neville’s third catalog, November 1978, advertises the following books 
by WS: Ideas of Order (Knopf 1936), “very fine in dust jacket”-$350.00; TheMan With 
The Blue Guitar (Knopf 1937), “very fine in equally fresh dust jacket”-$225.00; 
Purfs of u World (Knopf 19421, “very fine in dust jacket"-$165.00; Transport 
to Summer (Knopf 1947)--“Very good in dust jacket. Presentation copy inscribed’The 
persona of summer for Bill Tindall from his grateful Wallace Stevens."'-$1,600.00. 

Letters by WS appear rarely on the market. Catalog 150 of The Phoenix Bookshop 
advertised a letter from WS to Babette Deutsch, dated June 2, 1954. The letter 
discusses his Phi Beta Kappa poem “which he terms a failure and which he may 
tinker with but never republish. He also mentions the special Stevens issue of The 
Trinity Review which he likens to a rich chocolate cake.” This typed letter, on the 
stationery of the Hartford Indemnity Company, and signed in full, was priced at 
$375.00. 
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Communications 
Stevens’ “Sunday Morning”: Harlequin the EquiIibrist 

The foppish titles of the poems in Harmonium inventory the comedy of social and 
literary manners in Stevens’ America *(the demythicized and demysticized lilac 
bloom of Whitman’s misreadings of Emerson’s reconstructions and deconstructions 
of the Western heritage of Platonic idealism). As elaborated subjects, they constitute 
a parodic anthology of the postures and impostures of a cultural harlequinade. 
Whatever the situation evoked, Stevens tailors its manifestations in the gaudy 
similitudes of current tastes-the esthetic affectations of non-esthetes. He invests 
this yearning for self-display in the flamboyance of a carnival rhetoric. The linguistic 
costuming commingles the stereotyped sentiments of the tin-pan alley ballad and 
the panpiping poem to generate incongruous sputters of ecstasy and despair. 
Counterpointing these gas-conades of mummery, S tevens’blank verse peacocks the 
frenzies of a Pegasian salutation to the mountains of the moon. From this heavenly 
perch he scripturizes the glossolalia of things as they are, coyly mocking the 
transcendental histrionics of Keats, Whitman, Yeats, and Eliot (and to avoid the 
charge of male chauvinism also the bleeding raptures of Millay, Wylie, and 
Teasdale). Needless to say, his lyrical chanticleering in snowy gardens and plumy 
forests burlesques the staged oracularism of Frost. Collectively, these masking 
gambols convert Harmonium into a theatre of rhapsodic charades. 

Harlequin in Central Park 

Stevens builds the drama of “Sunday Morning” around the feedback loop of de 
rigeur pretenses. Transplanted from France and England, the simulated estheticism 
of the aristocratic salon animates his recreation of the religious revery. Assimilated 
into the social persona from the stereotypes in painting, poetry, fiction, and music 
via the mandates of fashionable taste, the poses transform life into a bathetic 
imitation of art. Stevens captures the stilted stutter of such passions of thought and 
feeling in the reportorial refraction (“She says,“” She hears”) of the major voice (the 
pronoun “she,” a generic identity) in the poem. The recorder of these incoherent 
raptures or, perhaps more accurately, tautological swoons plays the role of a 
mythographer of mumming nonsense. No one other than Stevens, of course. The 
scene in the first stanza (the supposed index of his opulent imagination) initiates the 
destruction of the substance of “Sunday Morning.” A direct reverberation of the 
pun in the title, a Sunday mourning, it canonizes artificiality. A disintegrated 
portrait of a woman combing her hair (“peignoir”), the uncomposed forms and 
colors subsume the countless variations on the motif of the abstract female at her 
toilet in modern art-in this instance manneristically exoticized and removed 
completely from the world of nature. A pastiche of the artist concerned only with 
the artfulness of his medium, the amorphous conjuration foreshadows Stevens’ 
arrangements and derangements of the commonplaces of esthetic malaise: 

Complacencies of the peignoir, and late 
Coffee and oranges in a sunny chair, 
And the green freedom of a cockatoo 
Upon a rug mingle to dissipate 
The holy hush of ancient sacrifice.’ 

A vivisected impression of an ambiguous painting in the Metropolitan Museum of 
Art, the “[c]om[playlcencies” of his verbal canvas whimsically salute the debonair 
iconoclasm of another superb craftsman-Edouard Manet. Empty of subject but 
replete in artifice, Femme uu PerroqueP converts a peignoir into the center of 
composition. Its ample folds defeminize the woman’s body, and its lovely sheen of 
creamy pink turns her face into an insipid mask. Flanked by a parrot on a perch with a 
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partially eaten orange at the base, the gowned figure merely attests the clever malice 
of Manet. A similar inspiration governs Stevens’ deployment of details. He also 
makes the peignoir a cynosure, the anglicized French term magnifying the 
undescribed into an exotic synecdoche. But working slyly towards an incongruity 
like Manet’s, he discards the latter’s anemic parrot for a gorgeous cockatoo, silently 
celebrating a visit to the zoo in Central Park. The Australian parrot flaunts a natural 
splendor that parodies the unnatural peignoir. Given a knowledge of its beautiful 
sulphur crest (some five inches high) and pure white plumage, the aspiration for 
“the green freedom of a cockatoo” founders on a derelict metaphor. A captive of 
ostentatious vanity, the bird discredits the theatrics of sabbatic piety. 

Consonant with the later image of”windy 1ake”in stanza VII, Stevens reduces the 
ensuing rapture of subjectivity to a rupture of imagery and rhythm. On the 
prosthetic wings of a parroted association, he sends the spirit in the peignoir on a 
pedestrian (“dreaming feet”) pilgrimage to a shrine of dead catchwords. 

She dreams a little, and she feels the dark 
Encroachment of that old catastrophe, 
As a calm darkens among water lights. 
The pungent oranges and bright, green wings 
Seem things in some procession of the dead, 
Winding across wide water, without sound, 
The day is like wide water, without sound 
Stilled for the passing of her dreaming feet 
Over the seas, to silent Palestine, 
Dominion of the blood and sepulchre. 

In reciprocity to Stevens’ cacophonous ordering of his ten syllable line here (and 
throughout the poem), metrical and word stress constantly challenge one another to 
subvert the putative solemnity of the occasion. The relatively heavy accents on 
“[slhe dreams” tail off into the vacuum of “a little,” reducing her mood to a lame, 
cultivated stance. This effect, in turn, exaggerates the initial and terminal centroids 
of the second verse to emphasize the falling off in the third. Then when Stevens 
manipulates “[t] he pungent” to subordinate “oranges” and converts a metonymy of 
suspicious emptiness, “and bright green wings,” into a weighty hyperbole, the sense 
of “things in some procession of the dead” collapses under the burden of nonsense. 
Given the undue accent on “pungent,” the scent of the oranges transmogrifies 
“winding” into a pun on wind, a wafted odor of unsanctity. Quite properly, the 
orchestrated mutilation of prosody in accompaniment with the redundant and 
otiose figurations of “wide water, without sound” bleeds the miracle of walking on 
water of any vital meaning. 

The second stanza continues Stevens’ evisceration of esthetic mockado 
(trumpery). The carriwitchets of the first seven lines echo a babble of inane 
bromides. Investing the poetic voice in the mandarin authority of rater, Stevens 
fuses the Wordsworthian pantheism of Emerson and Whitman into a catechism of 
keeping your cake and eating it too. Launched again in a verse with a perfect syllabic 
count but with the cadence of an elephant, “Why should she give her bounty to the 
dead?,” the two spondees at the outset sound a note of petulance that the 
catechresis, “her bounty,” assimilates. In this “quid pro quo” defense of the sensuous 
delights of a balladmonger’s paradise Stevens transmutes the golden decor of 
heaven into gilt, the equivalent of the tawdry audit of titillations: “Things to be 
cherished like the thoughts of heaven.” The remainder of the stanza retains the 
materialistic overtones of “bounty,” reading like an account in a ledger of stolen soul 
food, even as the first line implies: 

Divinity must live within herself: 
Passions of rain, or moods in falling snow 
Grievings in loneliness, or unsubdued 
Elations when the forest blooms; gusty 
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Emotions on wet roads on autumn nights; 
All pleasures and all pains, remembering 
The bough of summer and the winter branch. 
These are measures destined for her soul. 

The vapid intensities of these perceptions mark the nadir of the Romantic courtship 
of nature: peddled for inspiration by Emerson and Whitman, Wordsworth 
degenerates into Woolworth, the merchandizer of five-and-dime puerilities. 
Stevens interpolates this catalogue out of a garbage dump of lyrical love-the cupid- 
ities of the sheet-music bards. No wonder the clatter-clap of the rhythm. It echoes 
the beat of a hurdy-gurdy in Central Park. The situations and scenes address the 
codes of rehearsed responses to cultural sentimentalities. Prosaic daydream 
landscapes, they invite peopling with the languishing maidens of fiction and poetry. 
Certainly it takes a supreme fantasist to glorify a bough and branch of different 
seasons. Leaved or leafless, a bough is a branch, a branch a bough. With the prophecy 
of the last line, “measures destined for her soul,” Stevens’ pun on “sole” brings his 
(and her) feet down to earth in synchrony with the peripatetic vicariousness. 

Harlequin in Paradise 

Stanza III exalts the godhead of the preceding effusions in a spectacular 
transcendence of historical time. Falling into a visionary trance, Stevens’ maenadic 
reincarnation recovers the bliss of arcadian existence by plagiarizing a stock manual 
of classical mythology: 

Jove in the clouds had his inhuman birth. 
No mother suckled him, no sweet land gave 
Large mannered motions to his mythy mind[.lJ 
He moved among us, as a muttering king, 
Magnificent, would move among his hinds, 
Until our blood, commingling, virginal, 
With heaven, brought such requital to desire 
The very hinds discerned it, in a star. 

Recreating Jove out of metonymic motley, Stevens builds a closure around “in the 
clouds, ““inhuman birth,““[nlo mother suckled him,“and”no sweet land,“all stilted 
allusions to the realm of his sovereignty, his divine birth, his nursing by a goat, and 
his heavenly environment. But, then, with a flourish of destructive wit he 
transforms Jove into an illy conceived mythographic monster. Linked with the 
previous “no,” the third line crumbles into a rumble of alliteration, wholly without 
meaning. And when Stevens further congests his rhetoric with the repeated spasms 
of the muttering “M,” “ moves” excites an association with a harbored evacation of 
pretentiousness, especially in the company of “hinds” (at best an affected term for 
the human family; shepherds, no). Significantly, the simile carries a note of 
pejoration similar to the “hinds.” Jove apparently achieves kingly stature in his role 
as an incorrigible fornicator of mortal women, the implication of the familial union 
with heaven. Stevens utterly deconstructs the religious passion of the passage with 
his recourse to “it” and “a star.” Another metonymic closure, Jove in his 
astronomical translation is identified with the constellation Aries, the ram. What 
this makes of “it” only Stevens in a chortle of laughter could have known, granted 
the confusion (or pun) in antecedents. 

The second half of the stanza picks up another variation on interrogative 
quibbling, and the voice’s attempt to resolve the problem weakly fizzles out in 
animistic projection, a far cry from the intriguing “it”: 

Shall our blood fail? Or shall it come to be 
The blood of paradise? And shall the earth 
Seem all of paradise that we shall know? 
The sky will be much friendlier then than now, 
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A part of labor and a part of pain, 
And next in glory to enduring love, 
Not this dividing and indifferent blue. 

Stevens employs this crisis of belief in human divinity to scoff at dualistic 
abstractions-the heaven and earth of Whitman’s edenic stridency, the man and 
nature of Emerson’s Wordsworthian parables, the time and eternity of Keats’ 
solacing augeries. Estranged from the contingent world by the estrangements of 
secondhand analogies, his Jovian worshiper seeks a consubstantiation with a deific 
apparition. Stevens flushes out this absurdity in the grammar of “will be much 
friendlier,” an expression not of likelihood but of wishful determinism. In the 
elucidation of the formula of things as they ought to be, the rhetoric collapses under 
an overload of non sequiturs, “[a] part of labor and a part of pain,” and banalities, 
“glory,” ” enduring love, ““indifferent blue.“Stevens also strips away the poignance 
of the situation in the laggard rhythm of the fourth and last lines of the quotation. 
The added syllables, like the excrescent imagery, parade the rule of the superficial 
and the superfluous. 

Half sniveling, the spoiled, pensive voice at the outset of stanza IV speaks of itself 
and to itself. Its habits of thought robot its perception of nature. Thus the birds sing 
the songs reflexive of a cultivated moodiness. But as a temporal prophecy of an 
eternal destiny, the aimless twittering suddenly mutates into a chairing of 
nevermores, an overture to Stevens’ impending aria on the Poesque esthetic of 
death and beauty: 

She says, “I am content when wakened birds, 
Before they fly, test the reality 
Of misty fields, by their sweet questionings; 
But when the birds are gone, and their warm fields 
Return no more, where, then, is paradise?” 

Anticipating the heresies of “Add This to Rhetoric,” Stevens exhibits”[tlhe poses of 
speech.” Losing its naturalness, nature changes into artifice. It becomes a figure in 
the mind, a self-created illusion of self-deception: 

Pftt . . . In the way you speak 
You arrange, the thing is posed, 
What in nature merely grows. 

And so”the reality of misty fields” yields no meaning under the probing of the word 
“reality.” Their actuality stands apart from consciousness and from the “evading 
metaphor” of “sweet questionings.” For Stevens they are what they are, unposed 
entities without an inkling of presentiment. Interpolated in another framework, the 
subjective landscape generates another one of Stevens’ displosions of the received 
legacy of mythology. His metonymies of paradise range higgledy-piggledy over the 
geography of classical, Christian, and cloud-cuckoo-land sooth-saying: 

There is not any haunt of prophecy, 
Nor any old chimera of the grave, 
Neither the golden underground, nor isle 
Melodious, where spirits gat them home, 
Nor visionary south, nor cloudy palm 
Remote on heaven’s hill that has endured 
As April’s green endures; or will endure 
Like her remembrance of awakened birds, 
Or her desire for June and evening tipped 
By the consummation of the swallow’s wings. 

Immediately his sarcastic “haunt” signals an outburst of debasement. Then, for all 
its evocative power, the “old chimera” is a “she-goat” (etymologically) that struts 
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around in the disguise of a monster. And neither Hades redecorated in gold nor the 
Fortunate Isles alive with blessed song and music withstands the bludgeon of 
Stevens”‘where spirits gat them home,” a painful stroke of archaic inversion. As for 
the “visionary south,” it is Keats that falls victim to the expose of metaphorical 
frenzy, “the warm South / Full of the true Hippocrene,” as Stevens trips up a 
Pegasian gallop in “Ode to a Nightingale.“The”cloudy palm”puns on the concealing 
symbols of the melodrama of Golgotha, “on heaven’s hill.“To add a climactic note of 
documentation of this spate of irrelevance and to prepare for the demolition of what 
follows, Stevens levies Sterne’s Tristram Skandy for his oratorical “has endured,” 
“endures, or will endure.” Appropriately, the passage at issue centers on a device for 
saying everything about nothing: 

Now the use of the Auxiliaries [and variations in tense] is, at once 
to set the soul a-going by herself upon materials as they are brought to 
her; and by the versability of the great engine, ‘round which they are 
twisted, to open new tracts of enquiry, and make every ideal engender 
million. 

(Book V, Chapter XLII) 

So much for “April’s green. ” Stevens takes care of the rest, the birds, the month, and 
the evening, with the subversive perfection of “the consummation of the swallow’s 
wings.“ Another pun, “tipped,” warns to be on the lookout for hanky-panky. In 
short, the appeal to a flycatcher empties this stanza of its projective esthetics. 
Stevens upholds ornithological reality. 

Harlequin in a Litter of Leaves 

Stanza V once more picks up the trope of keeping your cake and eating it too. In 
this instance Stevens turns another mechanical statement of pouty restiveness 
into a hilarious semantic joke: 

She says, “But in contentment I still feel 
The need of some imperishable bliss.” 

Of course, to be content means to be beyond desire, to be satisfied with what one 
has. Not so our lady with the cockatoo. But Stevens, always the gallant, undertakes 
to appease her appetite for heavenly happiness by dipping into a gallimaufry of 
anodynes, nonetheless a dish with a peppery aftertaste: 

Death is the mother of beauty; hence from her 
Alone, shall come fulfilment to our dreams 
And our desires. Although she strews the leaves 
Of sure obliteration on our paths, 
The path sick sorrow took, the many paths 
Where triumph rang its brassy phrase, or love 
Whispered a little out of tenderness, 
She makes the willow shiver in the sun 
For maidens who were wont to sit and gaze 
Upon the grass, relinquished to their feet, 
She causes boys to pile plums and pears 
On disregarded plate. The maidens taste 
And stray impassioned in the littering leaves. 

On the surface Stevens rings all the familiar elegiac bells of the Romantics, 
especially the dingdonging of old mortality-that patriarch of platitudes. As 
evidenced in his pawky pastiche of Keats’ familiar “Beauty that must die,” it is 
precisely this kind of poetic inspiration that he proceeds to deride. The meter of the 
line at issue stumbles on the caesural pause, and then attenuates in the lame rhythm 
and diction of a casuist, “hence from her,” sapping away what little corporeality 
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lurks at the end of the next break with its cheap effusion, “our dreams and desires.” 
This strategy of debunking pits the sincerity of sentimental ontology against the 
mock sincerity of “literary historio (acting)” spelled out in Poe’s “The Philosophy of 
Composition.” Dismissing the notion of supersensible creativity, the latter 
envisages poetic composition as an arduous, not ardent, pursuit to capture the 
frolics of the imagination in the shifts and makeshifts of linguistic ingenuity (oftener 
bemused than on a winging Muse). Apropos “The Raven,” such an involvement 
marks his conversion of death and melancholy into the mother of beautiful effects. 
And when Poe catalogues the devices for imposing a semblance of order on his 
thought, “the wheels and pinions-the tackle for scene-shifting-the step-ladders 
and demon-traps-the cock’s feather, the red paint and black patches” (the harlequin 
artist in an impromptu performance), he digs them out of a repertory just as 
flamboyant as Stevens’ in his handling of a similar topic in”Sunday Morning.“In the 
perspective of Stevens’ caricature of the social and literary manners of his times, the 
quotation parodies what it purports to pity. Patently, Stevens devises a requiem on 
the demise of an obsolete lyrical subject. No amount of specious finery, “new plums 
and pears,” succeeds in adding savor to emotions foraged from a dump of cliches. 
Therefore Stevens sends his maidens, the scapegoats of unseductive wooing, to 
stray (but not immorally as they would desire) in frustration among the scraps of 
decaying “leaves” (pages of trite redundancies, like those heaped in his reverberating 
pun on leaves of Grass). As he elaborates the variations of his score on “Death is the 
mother of beauty,” he sexualizes its expressions in the s[i]necdochic plots of 
confessional fictions: “The path sick sorrow took” (the suicide of a pregnant 
maiden); “Where triumph rang its brassy phrase, or love I Whispered a little out of 
tenderness” (the cad gloating and the culprit condoling). And so Stevens brings 
down to beautiful mother earth the transcendental equivocations of the lady of 
oranges. Nor does he fail to call attention to the printing of this trash of “leaves.“His 
reiteration of path outlines the movement of sheets of paper into the rollers of a 
press. The “brassy [likewise a pun on fishy] phrase” looks ahead to the “disregarded 
plate,” the stereotype on the rollers of a press. Obliquely yet obtrusively Stevens’ 
ambiguities rant against the conspiracies of the misspent word. 

The quodlibets of the questions in stanza VI offer still another refraction of 
querulous sensibility of the lady in the peignoir. Recreating her appetitive vision of 
heaven, Stevens decorates the eternal landscape with the pears and plums of 
stanza V (perhaps introducing the motif of the orchard thieves in the garden east of 
Eden). While he grants her the prerogative of reconstructing paradise in the image 
of a bookmark for a Sunday missal, he hardly manifests any sympathy for her 
abyssmal esthetic tastes: 

Is there no change of death in paradise? 
Does ripe fruit never fall? Or do the boughs 
Hang always heavy in that perfect sky, 
Unchanging, yet so like our perishing earth, 
With rivers like our own that seek for seas 
They never find, the same receding shores 
That never touch with inarticulate pang? 
Why set the pear upon those river banks 
Or spice the shores with odors of the plum? 

And then her grammar? The arcane phraseology of “no change of death” staggers 
the imagination. Or does Stevens refer to the sterility of her life on earth, explaining 
her reluctance to superimpose upon the inconceivable the drabness of her dodo 
fancy? Regardless, in her tentative contouring of the celestial landscape Stevens 
fiendishly transforms her cabalistic dilemma into a hermeneutic predicament. 
Unable to resolve the spatial problems of the pastures of heaven (the orphaned seas), 
she transfers the subsequent anxiety to the divisive banks of the waters. There she 
finds a miraculous expression of phenomenological grief. And as Stevens indicates, 
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it defies verbalization in intelligible English: “the same receding shores I That never 
touch with inarticulate pang.” On the other hand, recalling her Paterian exultations 
in stanza II, Stevens, forgivingly no doubt, assigns this outburst of gibberish to 
the intensity of her perception. Still unsure about the congruence of her musings 
with the divine plan of paradise, she vents her dismay in a squeal of disparagement, 
and then relapses into a dithyrambic trance, a convulsion of incoherent ecstasy: 

Alas, that they should wear our colors there, 
The silken weavings of our afternoons, 
And pick the strings of our insipid lutes! 
Death is the mother of beauty, mystical, 
Within whose burning bosom we devise 
Our earthly mothers waiting, sleeplessly. 

Stevens defines the ethos of the sulking lady in the metaphor of her daydreaming, 
“The silken weavings of our afternoon.” However much she deprecates the 
transplanting of her insensitive gleanings of the natural world to the imaginary 
topos, she still insists upon exalting the sublimity of her je-june impressions. 
Unfortunately her glossy adjective merely resurrects to her peignoir, the cocoon of 
her self-indulgent reverie. As Stevens would have it, she never varies the tune that 
she plays on the strings of her vanity. This discordance carries over into her 
matriarchal transubstantiation. As Stevens conceives (“devises”) this phenomenon, 
on the surface it emulates the miracle of the phoenix, at least construed in terms of 
the creation of a startling effect, mothers natural striving to outglow the alluring 
luminescence of a mother’s esthetic. Happily, none of this applies. Stevens simply 
revives the pun on sexual death, and “our earthly mothers,” ignoring mystical 
truths, sleeplessly ponder the virtue of their romantic daughters. 

Cum Stravinsky and Matisse 

Stevens sings the consummation of the ultimate idea of art in stanza VII. An 
amalgam of poetry, music, and painting, it perfects the imperfections of the dreams 
and desires of the lady of imitations. It resolves the conflict of her pathetic effort to 
impose order upon the disorder of her reflex associations, the confused and shallow 
imperatives of self-fulfillment in a cultural climate of empty forms and customs. 
Stevens fashions his tour de force around the dethronement of the gods of all names 
and all attributes. His abstraction, “as a god might be,” translates the notion of 
divinity into an esthetic principle that elevates imaginary reality to the heights of 
apodictic prophecy: 

Supple and turbulent, a ring of men 
Shall chant in orgy on a summer morn 
Their boisterous devotion to the sun 
Not as god, but as a god might be, 
Naked among them, like a savage source. 

The brash assertiveness, modulated by the Shandean auxiliary”shall,“proclaims the 
sovereignty of illusion. The “ring of dancers”choreographs only the promptings of 
language, with the incoherent “chant in orgy” ritualizing the gibberish of cata- 
chresis. Nevertheless Stevens gives being to what might be by invoking historical 
manifestations of similar impulses of I’art pour /‘art - Stravinsky’s LeSacre du Printemps 
and Matisse’s La Dnnse. Its scandalous reception a topic of controversy for years in 
esthetic circles, the music of the ballet hails the triumph of idea of spring.4 Unbeliev- 
ably the work of a devout Russian Catholic, its apostasy from classical traditions 
records a complete surrender to a faith in the might-have-been exultations of 
primordial worship. In this sense its “savage source” infuses the bizarre hierogamy 
of Stevens’ summer sacrifice. Its radical innovations in tone, rhythm, and instru- 
mentation inspire his reformation and deformation of conventional poetic syntax, 
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meter, and imagery, not only in stanza VII but throughout the poem. Like Stra- 
vinsky, Stevens refuses to accomodate his cadenced phantasmagoria to the mono- 
tonous repetitions of what has been. Even earlier than Le Sacre du Printemps, La Danse 
captures the spirit of an atavistic ceremony in “a simplification of ideas.” Matisse’s 
eurhythmic delineation of five naked dancers disowns interest in person or sex. It 
simply celebrates in topiary line and saturated colors the kinesic spontaneities of the 
human body, the pulsing expression of the unthinking muscles. As such, according 
to the painter, “the [ejnsemble is the soul ideal. “5 As Stevens assimilates these two 
extravagant and original creations into his further elaboration of a presented (in the 
temporal sense) possibility, he parts company with Stravinsky and Matisse. Unlike 
painting and music, poetry unfolds in the constraining medium of language, dis- 
possessed of reality by the disparity between the word and the perception, be it of 
thought or sensation; and hence Stevens, except for”windy 1ake”and”like serafin,” 
couches his observations in a linguistic salmagundi confected out of meatless sub- 
stance of pagan and Christian religious reference (systems of allusion hypostatized 
by myth mongers): 

Their chant shall be a chant of paradise, 
Out of their blood, returning to the sky; 
And in their chant shall enter, voice by voice, 
The windy lake wherein their lord delights, 
The trees, like serafin, and echoing hills, 
That choir among themselves long afterward. 
They shall know well the heavenly fellowship 
Of men that perish and of summer morn. 
And whence they came and whither they shall go 
The dew upon their feet shall manifest. 

His syncretism of the opposing outlooks reproduces the counterpart of the “old 
chimera” of stanza IV. He reconciles the irreconcilable by literary taxonomy. Like 
the imaginary male dancers, the sun god achieves incarnation in a grammatical 
premise. The staged duplicity of what has yet to be rings out in his thrice repeated 
“chant” (the rule of three in nonsense verse?). Except in the devotional sense, the 
word in correct usage turns its back on the display of frenzied passion. Then consi- 
dering the amphigouri of the three lines at issue, it reclaims one of its now forgotten 
meanings: to sell a horse fraudulently (the OED and, contemporaneous with Stevens 
in America, The Century Dictionary, the latter always hospitable in glossing his wigged 
diction). On this assumption (the arbitrary premise of every interpretation of his 
poetry, witness Harold Bloom and Helen Vendler), Stevens converts his dithy- 
rambic rhapsody into a Pegasian neigh of splenetic irony. The union of song and 
sacrifice, “out of their blood,” ascends into the empyrean on a gust of his laughter. 
Certainly the subsequent association of the spirit of god with the voices of the lake 
continues the course of debasement, however Wordsworthian the pantheistic 
consubstantiation. And when the trees hymn the glory of this flatulency, Stevens 
invokes the only celestial being capable of a solemn flight in the midst of this ani- 
mistic vision-the six-winged serafim. But if Isaiah’s description of the angel ap- 
proaches accuracy, “each one had six wings; with the twain he covered his face, and 
with the twain he covered his feet, and with twain he did fly,” the trees so envisaged 
hog the spotlight in this carnival revelation. Climactically, Stevens conflates what 
might be with what is in his apotheosis of “heavenly fellowship” (a Sunday school 
nostrum). The “men that perish” join ranks with the lady and her cockatoo (the 
surrogate of the serafim) on a “summer morn,” manifesting the doom of artifice, 
custom and costume. 

Harlequin Practices Ornithomancy 

Stevens initiates stanza VIII with a miracle of ventriloquism. It matches in super- 
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natural jiggery-pokery the feat of walking on the “wide water, without sound” in 
stanza I: , 

She hears, upon that water without sound, 
A voice that cries, “The tomb in Palestine 
Is not the porch of spirits lingering. 
It is the grave of Jesus, where he lay.” 

But this tautological japery simply masks the objectivity of a poet-insurance man 
haunted by actuarial statistics-incontestable evidence that the dead never return to 
claim coverage on their policies. In this perspective his insistent emphasis on”water 
without sound” invites a stab at interpretation. The negative statement of the 
ghostly voice parodies Psalm 23: “The Lord is my shepherd,” particularly the line, 
“he leadeth me to still waters.” This analogy then looks back to Genesis: “And the 
Spirit of God moved upon the face of the waters. And God said, Let there be light.“In 
virtually all the myths of creation sound, the progenitive word, inaugurates the 
quickening of primal chaos. Stevens patently manipulates this trope to beget the 
daydreaming of his lady of Angst. Immediately he employs the echo of her own 
thought to terminate the end of her charade of Sunday mourning. At the same time 
all her other preoccupations with paradise splinter into dust in the collision of the 
infantile statement (surely a pastiche of the idiom of The New England Primer) with the 
following stone wall of equivocation: 

We live in an old chaos of the sun, 
Or old dependency of day and night, 
Or island solitude, unsponsored, free, 
Of that wide water, inescapable. 

Stevens’ conjunctions here correlate only effusions of jabberwocky. The four lines 
make sense in individual words and phrases, not in total construction. Though it 
requires no great ingenuity to connect each of the various allusions with some 
passage in the preceding stanzas, such a tactic merely compounds gibberish with 
gibberish. The deliberate amphibology of Stevens’ resolution of “Sunday Morning” 
takes the form of a sacrificial ritual, the purport of “unsponsored.” Turning lan- 
guage against language, he dismembers the entire body of assertion and interpola- 
tion that constitutes his-her meditation. In effect, he dumps his creation back into 
the nothingness of chaos. The self-destruction of meaning deprives the doctrinaire 
deconstructionist of his opportunity to reconstruct the ontological anatomy of the 
lady at her Pafer Nosters. Neither Derridas-lectics nor Heidiggery-higry-pigry can 
unscramble Stevens’ equilibristic abracadabra. Porous to suggestion and imporous 
to interpretation, his circus rhetoric treads its own razor’s edge of aye and nay. 
Performing for itself to please only itself, it becomes a witty improvisation on Alice’s 
“Let’s pretend.” The coda pulls down a curtain of darkness on these circumlocutions 
of apocalypse. Emerson’s virginal naturism and Whitman’s ephebic satyrism unite in 
an attempt to define the immaculate principle of the first idea in Stevens’nurseryof 
innocence: 

Deer walk upon our mountains and the quail 
Whistle about us their spontaneous cries; 
Sweet berries ripen in the wilderness; 
And, in the isolation of the sky, 
At evening, casual flocks of pigeons make 
Ambiguous undulations as they sink, 
Downward to darkness, on extended wings. 

Stevens devises the elements of this scene in two panels of temporality and imagery, 
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the first recalling the setting of the bacchanalia, the second of Central Park (a haunt 
forever haunting him in the poetry of Hormopium). Romantic chicane, the primitive 
recreation makes a mockery of synecdochic artistry. The mantic voice, affecting the 
brooding stance of the lady of sorrows, invokes the deer “upon our mountains” to 
resurrect the ethos of a home Pxotikos-of man in nature and nature in man. But, alas, 
when the lascivious quail pipes its note, Stevens degrades the exterior decorating of 
this democratic vista to the practice of prostitution, picking up in the name of the 
fowl a common slang term for slut in the early part of the century. Aiming his ridi- 
cule at the hypocritical idealism of poetic imposters, he blights the use of such palsied 
imagery. The “sweet berries” also carry a pejorative connotation, referring to 
Emerson’s disciple, Thoreau, and his prissy eulogy of the huckleberry in Walden. The 
murky divinations of the last four lines address the gudgeon, the dupe or pigeon, 
who seeks to philosophize the aimless hieroglyphics of the phenomenal universe 
into noumenal profundities. As Harlequin sings in “Add This To Rhetoric,“add this 
rubric to the interpretation of “Sunday Morning”: 

To-morrow when the sun, 
For all your images 
Comes up as the sun, bull fire, 
Your images will have left 
No shadow of themselves. 

And add this too: Pish! It’s all floccinaucinihilipilification. 

WILLIAM BYSSHE STEIN 
State University of New York 
Binghamton, New York 

NOTES 

1. This and other quotations are from The Collected Poems of Wallace Stevens (New York, 1976). 

2. The portrait was donated in 1889. 

3. A typesetting error 
primordial father. 

but, even if uncorrected, not seriously warping the mumble of Stevens’ moping 

4. It was first performed in Paris on May 29,1913 to the accompaniment of boos, hisses, catcalls, oaths, 
shrieks, and countermanding howls of bravo-an occasion to cherish for Stevens in his quest for originality. 

5. So Matisse described his execution to 
Jacques Lasaigne, Mafisse (Paris, 1959), p. 54. 

a contemporary critic, before its completion in 1910, 
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Stevens’ Books at the Huntington: 
An Annotated Checklist 

MILTON J. BATES 

I/ I t is a world of words to the end of it, “Wallace Stevens once wrote in a 
gust of nominalistic fervor. When the wind stood in another quarter, 

he was grateful to be snatched from this wordy welter by the angel of 
reality, an angel necessary both logically and emotionally. But he always 
returned to the differences we make in what we see and our”memorials”of 
those differences. He elaborated his own memorials into a stately 
monument, the Collected Poems. He also dwelt, consciously and not unhappily, 
in the “powerful integrations” others had imagined and memorialized in 
their art and writings (Letters, p.402). Like the characters in one of his poems, 
he was to some extent a man made out of words. 

To reconstruct Stevens’ reading, then, is partially to map the topography 
of his imagination. Partially, because his books were but one avenue to the 
realms imagined by others: a sentence spoken by a bootblack or a phrase on 
a postcard from Munich enlarged his perception of the world as few 
published texts could. Partially, too, because he heeded Emerson’s 
injunction to read creatively. One often feels the presence of the poet in 
Stevens’ marginal notes, but nowhere so palpably as in an entry in his 
commonplace book. Into rather unpromising material, excerpted from a 
French book catalogue, Stevens has read a complete theory of poetry; his 
interpolations are here italicized: 

Biblotheque Henri Beraldi, Premiere Partie, Livres Anciens des XVIe et 
XVIIe siecles. Avant-Propos: . . . “Lorsqu’il eut ache& sa tiche, H.B. 
n’avait-il laisse subsister de son tresor de livres que la quintessence: Le 
plus beau, le plus rare, le plus pur:” (a theory of poetry) 

"23. Officium B. Mariae Virginis . . . ex officin[a] C[hristophori] . . . 
Plantini 1573 . . . mar. brun, dos orne, plats decor-es de rinceaux et de 
fleurons azures, avec compartiments mosaiques . . .” (the poem itself, the 
Blessed Virgin being merely the pretext.) The subjectforms no part. Thescholar is not 
involved. There is only the book, beau, rare et pur. 

(“Sur Plusieurs Beaux Sujets,” Cahier I, p. 9) 

Written about 1934, this passage anticipates the dust-jacket defense of 
“pure poetry” which Stevens prepared for the Knopf edition of Ideas of Order 
(1936). It also stands as perhaps the shortest treatise ever written on the 
poetry of book collecting. That Stevens was himself an enthusiastic 
amateur in this field, the numerous fine bindings and press books in his 
library testify. But it is the reader rather than the collector who engages us 
here. What we know of this Stevens derives not only from his commonplace 
book, letters, lectures and poems, but also from his library. 

In “The Poet as Reader: Wallace Stevens and His Books” (Book Collector, 23 
[1974], 53-68), J. M. Edelstein recounts the story of Stevens/library after his 
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death-how one lot of two or three hundred volumes was sold around 1958 
to a bookseller who kept no record of the titles; how another portion was 
sold at Parke-Bernet Galleries in March and April 1959; how the largest 
portion came to Holly Stevens after her mother’s death in 1963. Books from 
the first group surface from time to time; among these are the two dozen 
volumes now at the Library of the University of Massachusetts at Amherst 
(see Peter Brazeau’s checklist in The Wallace Stevens journal for Spring, 1978). 
The Huntington Library obtained virtually all of the last group, over five 
hundred titles, in a series of acquisitions in 1975 and 1976. 

In the following checklist of Stevens’ books at the Huntington, I have 
tried to provide, not complete bibliographic description, but the kind of 
information likely to prove helpful to prospective users of the collection. 
The checklist should also suggest Stevens’ reading and book-buying habits 
to those who may never see the books themselves. Currently, a shelf list of 
Stevens’ library affords access to about two-thirds of his books at the 
Huntington; the remaining third are still being processed and will 
eventually be added to the shelf list. Catalogue cards in the shelf list usually 
-though not always-indicate whether the book is signed, inscribed, or 
annotated, and whether there are items laid in. I have based my annotations 
upon a review of each book and periodical, whether catalogued or still in 
preparation. Some of my abbreviations will be readily understood-“WS” 
for “Wallace Stevens,” “dtd.” for “dated,” “prob.” for “probably” and the 
usual ciphers for Stevens’ Cdecfed Poems (CP), Opus Posthumous (OP), The 
Necessary Angel (NA), Letters (L) and Souvenirs and Prophecies (SF’). Others are 
more cryptic, and require the following key. 

KEY TO ABBREVIATIONS 
SB Special binding or box. 
BS Bookseller’s sticker, with the most common ones noted 

parenthetically: Hugh Rees, Ltd., of London (R); the 
Holliday Bookshop (H), Brentano’s (B), Wittenborn Art 
Books (W) and the French Book Shop(F), all of New York 
City; and W. B. Clarke & Co. (C) of Boston. 

PU, PPU Pages uncut, pages partially uncut or incompletely 
trimmed. 

S Signed by Stevens (usually on flyleaf or half-title page), 
unless otherwise indicated. 

I Inscribed, usually by author (IA), publisher (II’), 
translator (IT) or editor (IE). 

N Notations in Stevens’ hand, unless otherwise indicated. 
M Markings (usually marginal lines, occasionally 

underlining, brackets or checks) in Stevens’ hand, 
unless otherwise indicated. 

L “Laid in,” to include such items as an autograph letter 
(LAL) or note (LAN); a typed letter (LTL) or note (LTN); 
an invoice from a bookseller (LI); a clipping from a 
newspaper or journal (LC); a compliments card from the 
author (LCA), publisher (LCP) or editor (LCE); an 
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announcement or prospectus from 
press (LA); or a photograph (LP). 

the publisher or 

Items laid in, as the prolific last key suggests, represent a kind of 
transaction between Stevens and his books which is difficult to describe 
briefly. These items generally bear some relation to the books in which they 
were kept: thus a letter, invoice or mailing wrapper may indicate how and 
where Stevens acquired the book; a newspaper or periodical clipping may 
record his subsequent interest in the book’s author or its fate atthe hands of 
reviewers; a clipping or typed excerpt from a catalogue may reflect his 
satisfaction in the market value of a rare book. Where the mating of book 
and item laid in appears capricious, Stevens probably used the item merely 
as a bookmark or the book as a kind of suspense file. Today, however, many 
items are “laid in” only by virtue of a bibliographical fiction which serves 
to describe them as they arrived at the Huntington. Most of the letters are 
now filed with Stevens’ correspondence, while many other items reside in 
pamphlet folders shelved with the books and identified by the same 
Huntington accession numbers. I have routinely omitted mention of errata 
slips, subscription or catalogue order forms and printed or ribbon 
bookmarks. 

CATEGORIES OF BOOKS 

Not to foster the illusion that Stevens acquired all of his books at once, I 
have first divided the checklist into four chronological periods (Sections 
I-IV), to indicate whether he bought or received them while residing in 
Reading (before fall 1897), Cambridge (fall 1897 through spring 1900), 
New York (spring 1900 through spring 1916) or Hartford (after spring 
1916). 

The Hartford section of Stevens’ library is further divided into the 
categories of a) general books; b) art books, portfolios, periodicals and 
catalogues; c) books relating to his and his wife’s genealogical studies; and 
d) books inscribed to Stevens. 

Section V consists of three groups, listing Stevens’ personal copies of 
a) his own books, b) books containing items by or about him and 
c) periodicals containing items by or about him. 

A category of miscellaneous books (VI) and a note on ephemeral items 
complete the checklist. I have not included items which accrued to Stevens’ 
library after his death, such as later printings of his books, copies of the 
OPUS Posthumous and Letfers, critical books and essays on his work. 

I wish to thank the Huntington Library for permission to quote from”Sur 
Plusieurs Beaux Sujets” and notes in Stevens’ books. I am particularly 
grateful to the Reading Room staff and to Anne Stefansson of the 
Preparations Department, who spent many hours tracking down 
uncatalogued items. 

I. The Reading Years 

“You know I took all the prizes at school!” Stevens told his fiancee in 1909 
(L 125). Then a young lawyer living in New York City and aspiring to 
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sophistication, he felt obliged to minimize his high school achievements by 
exaggerating their number. He goes on in this ironic vein to recall the gold 
medal he had won as a senior, for an exercise he called “spouting at the 
Academy,” but neglects to mention an earlier and less public triumph. It is 
recorded on the flyleaves of two books from his pre-college years: “The 
Reading Eagle prize for best essay in rhetorical contest of Class B. Boys High 
School awarded to Wallace Stevens. March, 1896.” The trophy volumes of 
Hunt and Sheridan must have meant something to Stevens, for they 
survived his fits of house-cleaning, as the Bible given him for regular 
Sunday school attendance did not (L 102). Perhaps he regarded them not 
only as the first fruits of a literary career but also, together with the 
volume of Goethe, as the seeds of a library suitable for a writer. 

Goethe, Johann Wolfgang von. Wilhelm Meister’s Apprenticeship and Travels. Trans. 
Thomas Carlyle. New York: A. L. Burt, [1893]. S, dtd. 1896. 

Hunt, Leigh. Essays by Leigh Hunt. Ed. Edmund Ollier. London: Chatto and Windus, 
1890. PPU; I to WS as prize in rhetoricalcontest, 311896; M in Ollier’s introduction 
(l), “Far Countries” (1) and “A Tale for a Chimney Corner” (1). See SP 11-12. 

Sheridan, Richard B. The Rivals, The School for Scandal and Other Plays. London: 
Chatto and Windus, 1890. PPU; I to WS as prize in rehtorical contest, 311896; M in 
The School for Scnndal and A Tragedy Rehearsed. 

II. The Cambridge Years 

Stevens’ college books are the most revealing in the Huntington 
collection. To the extent that these books typify the greater number he 
must have owned and used during this period, they augur the pattern of his 
reading up to the publication of his first mature poems: few novels, much 
poetry and literary criticism. Only later would his library reflect a 
developing interest in art, then genealogy. As one would expect, several of 
the books are college texts: the heavily annotated Nibelungenlied, Francke’s 
Social Forces in German Liferature and Gasc’s French dictionary. To these might 
be added the Bowen and Grandgent volumes, which suggest that, while 
Stevens never took a course in Italian, he set out to acquire the language on 
his own. Emerson’s Works and Rhys’s Prelude to Poetry were gifts from his 
mother and significant gestures on the part of that singularly self-effacing 
woman. 

In poetry, Stevens’ college reading, like his writing, ran heavily to the 
sonnet. Though virtually every important sonneteer is represented in his 
college collection, he reserved his praise for one close at hand. Above Sonnet 
XLIV (“For thee the sun doth daily rise . . .“> in Santayana’s Sonnets rind Other 
Verses, Stevens has inscribed, “As lovely a sonnet as ever was written.” For 
intimations of the mature Stevens, however, one must leaf through his 
collection of literary criticism-whether presented formally in lectures and 
essays or informally in the letters of prominent writers. He looked to 
Arnold as to a mentor, dutifully paraphrasing the argument of “The 
Function of Criticism at the Present Time” on a blank half-page. Toward 
Doctor Johnson he adopted a more critical stance, conceding the point of one 
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18431 TO C. F. BRIGGS 73 

I have sent another poem to O’Sullivan,* still more 

radical than “ Prometheus,” and in some respects bet- 

ter, though, from its subject, incapable of so high a 

strain as that. . . . The proof of poetry is, in my 1 -h A+ 
mind, that it reduce to the essence of a single line ..& 1, Le, 64 

the vague philosophy which is floating in all men’s ::I f? 
minds, and so render it portabIe and useful and ready  ̂

&-+i 
6; Lo 

to the hand. Is it not so? At least, no poem ever d 3 T 
9% h 

makes me respect its author which does not in some &+ib--@, &&- 

way convey a truth of philosophy. When Shake- ‘zI b& %6 La +u. 

“ one touch of nature makes the whole 
i-u w”A /Yw 

speare says, ruphJvQ y. ,a& 
l?+LJ 

world kin,” he has saved the need of a thousand vol- MQU&~ L & 

umes of metaphysics. And the beauty of it is that$* 8 J-in&- 
@-- -‘p&P-- 

what a true poet says always proves itself to our minds, :, L w9L wc 

and we cannot dodge it or get away from it. I say-& +++5 ‘r)t2 

this to show you (since you take an interest in me)& - 9 ur Oc &.Q e 

what my aspiration is. It will be years before I get 

near it. 
Besides writing poems, I have raised the finest 

ens in the neighborhood, and I advise you to get 

at Staten Island, if it were onIy that there is no sound so 
full of right-down country cheer as the crowing of that* 0-F-a L.e,Q 

lusty bird the cock. 
+@l%-t, 

If I can I shall see you this sum-& it Go 

mer, but I am deeply in debt for the Piotleer, and feel a 

twinge for every cent I spend. Give my best love to 

Page, and tell him that unless he has some good reason 

for keeping my portrait, there are a great many who 

wish it back-especially one, who also sends her love to 

both of you. . . . 

+ The editor of the Democrafic Revhw. 

Page from Stevens’ Copy of Lowell’s Letters 
(Courtesy of The Huntington Libraryl 
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passage and protesting the “prosaic sagacity” of another. rater’s rhetorical 
tics irritated him. He canceled or underscored the superfluous “after alls” 
and “does buts” and challenged several word choices in the legendary 
stylist’s essay on style. We gain by Stevens’ decision to purchase Lowell’s 
Letters instead, as he noted on the flyleaf of Volume I, “of going to New 
Haven to see the Harvard-Yale Football Game,” for his marginalia in this 
volume address several topics which engaged him all his life. “I like my 
philosophy smothered in beauty and not the opposite,” he has written 
beside a letter urging that poetry be steeped if not smothered in 
philosophical truth. 

The college books reveal, then, an apprentice poet in search of stylistic 
models and what Van Wyck Brooks called a “useable past.” They suggest 
that Stevens’ literary past was more English than American, more 
nineteenth-century than otherwise. It was a tradition which would remain 
useful long after he had outgrown his first stylistic models. 

For undated books whose contents and markings align them with this 
category, see the entries for Robert Browning, Campion and Spenser in 
Section IVa. 

Addison, Joseph. Addison: Selections from Addison’s Papers Con)ributed to the Spectator. Ed. 
Thomas Arnold. Oxford: Clarendon, 1894. S, dtd. 10/10/98 in Cambridge; M in 
table of contents. 

Arnold, Matthew. Essays in Criticism. London: Macmillan, 189.5. S. dtd. 10/5/98; N and 
M in “The Function of Criticism at the Present Time” (dtd. 2/15/1900), “The 
Influence of Academies” (dtd. 211511900) and “Joubert”; N on back paste-down, M 
in table of contents and “Marcus Aurelius” (1). 

----------. Essays in Criticism: Second Series. London: Macmillan, 1898. S, dtd. 10/B/98 in 
Cambridge; N and M in “John Keats”; M in table of contents, “Milton” (I), 
“Thomas Gray,” “Wordsworth, ” “Amiel” and on back paste-down. 

----------. Mixed Essays. London: Smith, Elder, 1879. S, dtd. 5/9/98 in Cambridge; M in 
“Falkland.” 

Austen, Jane. The Novels of Jane Austen. Ed. R. Brimley Johnson. 10 ~01s. London: Dent, 
1898. Vols. l-2 (Sense and Sensibility): S, dtd. lo/3/99 in Cambridge; N, M. Vols. 7-8 
(Emma): S, dtd. 911902 in New York. 

Besant, Sir Walter. Gaspard de Coligny, Marquis de Chatillon . . . . New York: Harper, 
[1898]. S, dtd. 1898; M. 

Blake, William. The Poetical Works of William Blake, Lyrical and Miscellaneous. Ed. William 
Michael Rossetti. London: G. Bell, 1893. S, dtd. 10/12/98 in Cambridge; L 
bookplate not WS’, dtd. 1211911. 

Bowen, Benjamin L., ed. First Italian Readings. Boston: Heath, 1898. S at 54 Garden 
St.; M. 

Browning, Elizabeth B. Aurora Leigh, a Poem. London: Dent, 1899. S, dtd. 3/6/1900; N 
(minor); M. 

----------. Sonnets from the Portuguese. London: G. Bell, 1898. S, dtd. l/12/99 in 
Cambridge; N on back paste-down; M. 

Buonarroti, Michael Angelo. The Sonnets of Mirhael Angelo Buonarroti. Trans. John 
Addington Symonds. Portland, Me.: T. B. Mosher, 1897. S, dtd. l/18/99 in 
Cambridge; L reporduction of Michael Angelo’s portrait with N on verso. 

Congreve, William. The Comedies of William Congreve. 2 ~01s. Chicago: Stone and 
Kimball, 1895. Both ~01s. BS (C); both S, dtd. 5/9/98 in Cambridge. Vol. 1: PPU; M 
in The Old Bachelor. 

Cox, Frederick A., ed. English Madrigals in the Time of Shakespeare. London: Dent, [1899]. 
S, dtd. 311900 in Cambridge; M; LC with N. 
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Dryden, John. The Poetical Works ofJohn Dryden. 5 ~01s. Boston: Little, 1854. Allvols. S. 
Vol. 1: dtd. 411898 in Boston; S and N (1) not WS’; M. Vols. 2-3: M. 

Einhard. Life of Charlemagne. Trans. Samuel Epes Turner. New York: Harper, [IBBO]. S 
at 54 Garden St., N (minor), M (1). 

Emerson, Ralph Waldo. [Works]. 12 ~01s. Boston: Houghton, 1896-1898. Vol. 1: S; i to 
WS by his mother, Christmas 1898; N (1) and M in”Nature.“Vol. 2: S; N and M in 
“Compensation,” with date 511900. Vol. 3: PU. Vol. 4 (Representative Men): N (1) and 
M in “Shakespeare”; M in “Napoleon”; M (1) in “Goethe.” Vol. 6: PPU; LA of 
Whistler exhibit. Vol. 7: PU; M (1) in”Society and Solitude”; M in”Domestic Life”; 
LA of book by M. Barraud. Vol. 8: PPU; M in “Poetry and Imagination.” Vol. 9 
(Poems): S, N, M. Vol. 10: S, M (1) in “The Superlative.” Vol. 11: PPU, M (1) in 
“American Civilization.” 

Fitzgerald, Edward, trans. Rubdiycft of Omar Kkayyhm. New York: R. H. Russell, 
[c1897]. S, dtd. 1898. See L 81; SP 34-35. 

Francke, Kuno. Social Forces in German Literature. New York: Holt, 1896. S, dtd. 10/18/98 
in Cambridge; N, M; L reproduction of D. G. Rossetti’s “The Death of Lady 
Macbeth.” 

Gasc, Ferdinand E. Dictionary of the French and English Languages. New York: Holt, 
[c1876]. Vol. 1: S at 54 Garden St. 

Grandgent, Charles H. Italian Composition. Boston: Heath, 1898 [c1891]. S at 54 
Garden St., N on back paste-down. 

----------. Italian Grammar. 3rd ed. Boston: Heath, 1898. S at 54 Garden St.; N, M; 
newspaper clipping pasted to back paste-down and N “N. Y. 1900." 

Gray, Thomas, Leffers of Thomas Gray. Ed. Henry M. Rideout. Boston: Small, Maynard, 
1899. S at 54 Garden St.; N on back paste-down. 

Gummere, Francis B., ed. Old English Ballads. Boston: Ginn, 1897. S, dtd. 1897. 
Harvard Advocate. See Vc. 
Hazlitt, William. Essays of William Hazlitt. Ed. Frank Carr. London: W. Scott, [1889]. S, 

dtd. 4/22/99; N and M in”On Reading New Books”and “On Reading Old Books”; 
M in “On Going a Journey, ““On the Look of a Gentleman” and “On the Conduct 
of Life.” 

Herrick, Robert. The Hesperides & Noble Numbers. Ed. Alfred Pollard. 2 ~01s. London: 
Lawrence and Bullen; New York: Scribners, 1897. Both S, dtd. 311499 in 
Cambridge. Vol. 2: L Christmas card from Catharine Stevens. 

[Hogg, James]. Songs by the Etfrick Shepherd. New York: W. Stodart, 1832. S, dtd. 411898 
in Boston; another S not WS’. 

Hunt, Leigh. Rimini and Other Poems. Boston: Ticknor, 1844. S, dtd. 411899; M; M not 
WS’ on back paste-down. 

----------. See also I. 
Johnson, Samuel. Select Essays of Dr. Johnson. Ed. George B. Hill. 2 ~01s. London: Dent, 

1889. Both BS (C); both S, dtd. 3/10/99 in Cambridge. Vol. 1: N and M in Rumbler 
Essays Nos. 1, 121, 137. Vol. 2: M (1) in Rambler No. 208. See SF’ 41. 

/ Lamb, Charles. Specimens of English Dramatic Poets. Ed. Israel Gollancz. 2 ~01s. London: 
Dent, 1893. Both S, dtd. 3/5/98 in Cambridge. I 

[Lowell, James Russell]. [A Fable for Critics]. Boston: Ticknor and Fields, 1865. S, dtd. 
1011898; N not WS’ on title page; LAL John Beach to WS, dtd. 3/24/[1930], with 
envelope. 

----------. Letters of James Russell Lowell. Ed. Charles Eliot Norton. 2 ~01s. New York: 
Harper, 1894. Both S, dtd. 11/19/98 in Cambridge. Vol 1: many N (one dtd. 
Feb. 14) and M throughout; L engraving. Vol. 2: M. 

i 
Das Nibelungenlied. Ed. Roman Woerner. Stuttgart: J. G. Cotta’schen, [189-?I. S at 54 

Garden St., dtd. 12/17/99 on last page of text; many N and M. I 
I Palgrave, Francis T., ed. The Golden Treasury of the Best Songs and Lyrical Poems in the English 
I Language. Rev. ed. New York: Macmillan, 1896. S in Cambridge; N (1); M in editor’s 
, notes and in poems by Shakespeare, Milton, Carew, Suckling, George Wither, 
i Blake, Wordsworth and Shelley. See L 124. 
/ 
/ 
I 
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rater, Walter H. Apgreciafions, with an Essay on Style. London: Macmillan, 1897. S, dtd. 
11/7/98 in Cambridge; N and M in”Style,““Coleridge,““Sir Thomas Browne”; N 
on back paste-down. 

----------. Imaginary Portraits. London: Macmillan, 1894. S, dtd. 4/20/99 in Cambridge. 
Rhys, Ernest, ed. The Prelude to Poetry: The English Poets in fhe Defenceand Praise of Their Own 

Art. London: Dent, [1897]. I to WS by his mother, in memory of visit to Boston, 
10/9/99. M in excerpts from Ben Jonson’s “Discoveries upon Men and Matter,” 
Milton’s “Smectymnuus” and letter to Samuel Hartlib, Wordsworth’s preface to 
Lyrical Ballads, Coleridge’s Biographia Literaria and Shelley’s”A Defence of Poetry.“N 
on back paste-down. 

Ruskin, John. Pre-Raphaelitism. New York: Wiley, 1891. BS (C); S, dtd. l/28/99 in 
Cambridge. 

Santayana, George. Sonnefs and Other Verses. New York: Stone and Kimball, 1896. S, 
dtd, 11/22/99 in Cambridge; N (11, M; catalogue description of this book pasted to 
flyleaf. See L 92, 146. 

----------. See SP 68, 70 regarding WS’ copy of Santayana’s Lucifer. 
Selections from the Works of Taylor, Latimer, Hall, Milton , . . . Ed. Basil Montagu. 5th ed. 

London: Pickering, 1839. Bookplate not WS‘; S, dtd. 12/17/98 in Cambridge. 
Shelley, Percy Bysshe. Poems Selected from Percy Bysshe Shelley. Ed. Richard Garnett. 

London: Kegan Paul, 1889. S, dtd. 12/20/98 in Cambridge; M. 
Sicilian IdyJs and Other Verses. Trans. Jane M. Sedgwick. Boston: Copeland and Day, 

1898. S, dtd. l/5/99 in Cambridge; LC dtd. 111914, L bookplate not WS’. 
Sidney, Sir Philip. The Lyric Poems of Sir Philip Sidney. Ed. Ernest Rhys. London: Dent, 

[1895]. S, dtd. 12/20/98 in Cambridge; M (2). 
The Sonnets of Europe. Ed. Samuel Waddington. London: W. Scott, [1886]. S, dtd. 

3/10/98 in Cambridge; M next to sonnets by Dante, Petrarch, Du Bellay; LP (4) of 
San Francisco and Marin County, prob. taken by Elsie Stevens in 1111923. 

Sonnets ofthis Century. Ed. William Sharp. London: W. Scott, [1886?1. S, dtd. 3/10/98 in 
Cambridge; M (2). See L 99. 

Spenser, Edmund. Faerie Queene. 2 ~01s. London: Dent, 1897. Both S, dtd. l/30/99 in 
Cambridge. Vol. 1: many M; p. 218 has taken impression of group or class photo 
once L. 

[Tennyson, Alfred, 1st Baron]. Poems by Two Brothers. 2nd ed. New York: Macmillan, 
1893. BS (C); S in Cambridge. 

[Tennyson, Hallam, 2nd Baron]. Alfred Lord Tennyson: A Memoir by His Son. 2 ~01s. New 
York: Macmillan, 1897. Vol. 1: S, dtd. Christmas 1897 in Boston; M. Vol. 2: M. 

Wordsworth, William. The Lyric Poems of William Wordsworth. Ed. Ernest Rhys. London: 
Dent, [1896]. S; N dating from Cambridge years. M beside many poems, including 
“The Solitary Reaper.” 

III. The New York Years 

Compared with Stevens’ college books, his New York acquisitions are a 
reticent lot. Though he continued to mark passages in the text, his notes are 
apt to appear on the flyleaf and to reflect the circumstances of purchase. 
Thus we know that his copy of Ibsen’s plays was”Bt in an East Side shop full 
of Tolstoy, Gorky, Heine, Ibsen, etc.” and that the set of Poefes du second ordre 

was “B’t in Albany, New York, 31 July 1902 returning from Peckham’s camp 
in the Adirondacks.” 

One could fill some of these blank margins with material from Stevens’ 
journal. Beside the text of Mason’s introduction to Philip Henry Savage’s 
Poems, for example, one might place Stevens’ journal entry of July 28,1900, 
in defense of Savage’s effort at self-support (SP 82-83, L 44). The journal 
entry responds to an earlier version of Mason’s introduction which Stevens 
had encountered in the Harvard Monthly shortly after arriving in New York 
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City. By the time he received a copy of Savage’s Poems from Gertrude Savage 
Collyer two years later, he had reluctantly settled into his own compromise 
between business and red-winged blackbirds. 

The New York books do testify, however, to Stevens’ continued interest 
in Matthew Arnold; probably on the same day in July, 1908, he purchased 
Arnold’s Letters and a small volume on Arnold in the English Men of Letters 
Series. The combination of letters and criticism afforded him like access to 
Keats, if Sidney Colvin’s John Keats (also of the English Men of Letters Series 
and listed in Section IV) actually belongs to this phase of Stevens’ reading. 
When The Hermit of Carmel appeared, he promptly bought it and made it the 
repository of the sonnets he had exchanged with Santayana in Cambridge. 
The catalogue of Japanese prints and Moore’s Corregio register an interest in 
graphic art which Stevens could indulge easily and often in New York. 

For other books which may belong to this category, see the entries for 
Beddoes, Carew and Colvin in Section IVa. Sections Vb and Vc list Stevens’ 
copies of anthologies and periodicals which began to publish his poems 
in 1914. 

Arensberg, Walter C. Poems. Boston: Houghton, 1914. BS (B); S, dtd. 6/4/14 at 
441 w. 21st St. 

Arnold, Matthew. Letters by Matthew Arnold, 7848-7888. Ed. George W. E. Russell. 2 
~01s. in 1. New York: Macmillan, 1900. S, dtd. 711908 at Washington Square; M 
throughout; LC. 

----------. See also II and SF’ 160, 176. 
Bible-Old Testament 

The Book of Psalms. New York: American Bible Sot., 1900. S, dtd. 12/13[15?]/1900 in 
New York; dtd. l/10/01 on last page of text; Non flyleaf and elsewhere (minor), 
M; LC. 

7-h~ Proverbs. New York: American Bible Sot., 1906. S, dtd. 211907 at Fordham 
Heights; M. 

Boswell, James. The Life of Samuel Johnson, L.L.D. 3 ~01s. London: Macmillan, 1906. 
Vol. 1: S, dtd. 411907 at Fordham Heights; M; LAN. Vol. 2: M. Vol. 3: dtd. s/30/07 
last page; M. See SP 176. 

Cicero, Marcus Tullius. Two Essays: On O/d Age 0 Friendship. Trans. E. S. Shuckburgh. 
London: Macmillan, 1900. S, dtd. 11115102 in New York; M; LC regarding WS’ 
graduation from New York Law School. 

Coleridge, Mary Elizabeth. Gathered Leaves from the Prose of Mary Elizabeth Coleridge. New 
York: Dutton, 1910. S, dtd. l/7/11 at 441 W. 21st St.; M. 

Davidson, John. Holiday and Other Poems. New York: Dutton, 1906. S, dtd. 311907 at 
Fordham Heights. 

Deroulede, Paul. Chants du Soldat. Paris: C. Levy, [1872]. BS (B); S, dtd. 411903 in New 
York; M (2); LP (7), one with N and dtd. 1926 in Miami. 

Exhibition ofJapanese Prints. London: Fine Art Sot., 1909. [Illustrated catalogue]. S, dtd. 
811909 in New York; LC dtd. 9/30/11. See SP 235. 

Gardner, Edmund G. Dante. London: Dent, 1900. S, dtd. 2/4/01 in New York; N 
(minor), M. 

Ibsen, Henrik. The Pillars of Society and Other Plays. Ed. Havelock Ellis. London: 
W. Scott, [19Ol?]. S, dtd. lO/7/04; N on flyleaf; M in The Pillars of Society. 

Keats, John. Letters of John Keats to His Family and Friends. Ed. Sidney Colvin. London: 
Macmillan, 1891. S, dtd. 411907 at Fordham Heights; N (minor) on back 
paste-down; M; LC. See SF’ 176, L 110n. 

Meynell, Alice C. Poems. 9th ed. London: j. Lane, 1904. BS (B); S, dtd. 511908 at 
Washington Square; M; LAN on Burnet’s An Essay on the Education of fke Eye, 
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Moore, George The Bending of fh~ Bough. Chicago: H. S. Stone, 1900. BS (B); S, dtd. 
411907 at Fordham Heights; M. 

Moore, T. Sturge. Correggio. London: Duckworth; New York: Scribners, 1906. S,dtd. 
S/l908 at Washington Square; M. 

Paul, Herbert W. Matthew Arnold. New York: Macmillan, 1903. S, dtd. 711908 at 
Washington Square; N cl), M. 

Poe/es du second ordre. 4 vols. Paris: Mame, Freres, 1810. Vol. 1: S, dtd. 7/31/02; N, M. 
Vol. 2: N, M. 

Propertius, Sextus Aurelius. [Opera]. Trans. J. S. Phillimore. Oxford: Clarendon, 
1906. S, dtd. 411907 at Fordham Heights; M. See SF’ 178. 

Raleigh, Sir Walter A. Shakespeare. New York: Macmillan, 1907. S, dtd. 5/19O7 at 
Fordham Heights; M. 

Santayana, George. The Hermit of Carmel and Other Poems. New York: Scribners, 1901. 
S, dtd. 1111901; N on flyleaf (minor); M. L autograph poems by WS (“Cathedrals 
are not built along the sea , . . “) and Santayana (“Cathedrals Are Not Built Along 
the Sea-Answer to a Sonnet”). See L 482. 

Savage, Philip Henry. The Poems of Philip Henry Savage. Ed. Daniel Gregory Mason. 
Boston: Small, Maynard, 1901. I by Gertrude Savage Collyer, 1902, on card 
inserted in flyleaf; M. See SP 82-83. 

Synge, John Millington. The Playboy of the Western World. Dublin: Maunsel, [19091. S, 
dtd. 12/17/10 at 441 W. 21st St.; LC; L dust-jacket; L notice of carriage rentals. 

IVa. The Hartford Years-General Books 

Though a consummate poet and accomplished prose writer, Stevens was 
not a professional man of letters, and the books which belonf; to his 
productive years reflect this distinction. His copy of Marianne ‘Moore’s 
Selected Poems suggests how more of his books might look had they been the 
tools of his daily trade. While preparing to review this volume for Life and 
Hefters in 1935, he filled much of the front and back paste-downs and 
flyleaves with pencilled notes, excerpts from a review in the London Merctrry 
and A. E. Powell’s The Romanfic Theory of Pot+ry, and an early draft of the essay. 
He also marked several poems for prosody. 

Unfortunately, Moore’s Selected Poems is unique among Stevens’post-1916 
books in the Huntington collection. None of the others shows him so 
actively engaged with a text, though others found their way into his essays 
and lectures. While reading for “The Noble Rider and the Sound of Words,” 
for example, he marked Richards‘ Coleridge on Imagination extensively and 
noted important topics on the back paste-down and dust-jacket, with page 
numbers for ready reference. He used his copy of Mauron’s Aesthetics and 
Psychology on the same occasion and in much the same way, but paraphrased 
Mauron’s argument in the margins rather than marking salient passages 
(see SP 38-39). Either St evens had learned to read more efficiently since his 
days as a captious undergraduate, or philosophers and critics had grown 
wiser. 

What remains of Stevens’ Hartford library suggests an interest in 
contemporary writers like Pound, Eliot, Joyce and Woolf as well as Moore 
and Williams. But one cannot always determine whether a given book 
appealed to him as reader and poet, primarily, or as bibliophile. On the one 
hand he bought John Rodker’s fine press books, including Pound’s Htlgh 
Selwyn Matlberley and Eliot’s Ara Vus Prec, without too carefully scrutinizing 
their contents (L 216-17,866). On the other hand he apparently mastered 
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his fear of contamination by these “highly mannered” writers long enough 
to purchase commercial editions of Pauannes and Divisions and Fottr Quartets 
(L 813). He also owned a copy of Prufrock and Other Observations (London: 
Egoist, 1917), which he presented to the Yale University Library in 1954. 
With Robert McAlmon and Pitts Sanborn acting as his French connection, 
Stevens acquired a copy of Joyce’s Ulyssesin 1922 and enshrined it, pages still 
uncut, in a specially-made box. Though he received at least one of the three 
Woolf novels listed below as a subscriber to the Hogarth Press, he bought 
one and possibly both of the others from a bookseller. 

If books from the Hogarth, Ovid, Cuala, Golden Cockerel, Gregynog, 
Nonesuch and Pear Tree Presses appealed to Stevens as a collector, those 
bearing the less whimsical imprints of Watts & Company and Bowes & 
Bowes solicited his attention as reader. He bought essays by Julian Huxley, 
Frank Kenyon and Bertrand Russell in the Watts Thinker’s Library Series; 
and essays on Baudelaire, Gide, Mauriac, Rilke, Sartre, Unamuno and 
Valery in the Bowes Studies in Modern European Literature and Thought 
Series (see L 757). 

Aesop. The Fables of Aesop. Trans. Sir Roger L’Estrange. 1692; rpt. London: Golden 
Cockerel, 1926. BS (R), PU. 

Akiyama, Aisaburo. lapanese Proverbs and Proverbial Phrases. Kyoto: Japan Welcome Sot., 
1935. BS (R). 

Arensberg, Walter C. Idols. Boston: Houghton, 1916. See L 391. 
----------. See also III. 
Aristotle. Aristotle on Friendship. Trans. G. Percival. Cambridge: Cambridge Univ. 

Press, 1940. BS of Blackwell’s, Oxford. 
----------. Aristotle’s Ethics. Trans. John Gillies. London: Routledge, 1893. N and M 

prob. not WS’; LC dtd. 11/21/45; LAN not WS’. 
----------. Selections. Ed. W. D. Ross. London: Oxford Univ. Press, 1927. BS (R), PPU. 
Armstrong, Martin D. Lady Hester Stanhope. London: G. Howe, [1927]. BS (R), PU, LA. 
----------. The Puppet Show. Waltham: Golden Cockerel, 1922. BS (R), PU. 
Ashley, Robert. Of Honotlr. Ed. Virgil B. Heltzel. San Marino, Calif.: Huntington 

Library, 1947. 
Auden, W. H. Poems. London: Faber, [193O]. L carbon typescript of 19.53 Bollingen 

Prize citation to Auden, over names of WS and three other judges; LA. See L 813. 
Ausbund, das ist Efliche schone chrisfliche lieder . . . . Germantaun: Leibert and Billmeyer, 

1785. [German hymnal]. N not WS’ on flyleaf; LTN (2) identifying this book. 
Avebury, John L. The Pleasures of Life, Complete. 20th ed. Philadelphia: H. Altemus, 

1894. N and M prob. not WS’. 
Bacon, Francis. Essays. Tolz: Bremer, 1920. 
Baker, Howard. A Letter from the Country and Ofher Poems. Norfolk, Conn.: New 

Directions, [c1941]. 
Baldwin, C. L. Nine Desperate Men. [New York]: Gemor, [1946]. 
----------. Quinquivara. [New York]: Gemor, 119441. LC from book catalogue. 
Barea, Arturo. Unamuno. Cambridge: Bowes, [1952]. 
Barker, George. Sacred and Secular Elegies. Norfolk, Conn.: New Directions, 1943. 
Bates, Herbert E. Flowers and Faces. [London]: Golden Cockerel, [1935]. S by author; L 

four proof impressions of engravings by John Nash, with envelope. 
Baudelaire, Charles. Les Fleurs du mal. Paris: Lely, 1931. SB. 
Beal, Rev. Slamuell. Buddhism in China. London: Sot. for Promoting Christian 

Knowledge; New York: E. and J. B. Young, 1884. S, dtd. 2112119 in Boston; N in 
index; M. 
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Beddoes, Thomas Lovell. The letfers of Thomas Love11 Beddoes. Ed. Edmund Gosse. 
London: Matthews and Lane; New York: Macmillan, 1894. S; N on flyleaf; M. May 
belong to earlier category. 

Bekkdssy, Ferenc. Adriatica and Other Poems. London: Hogarth, 1925. 
Bell, Clive. Poems, Richmond: Hogarth, 1921. 
----------. Prousf. London: Hogarth, 1928. BS (H). 
Ben&, Stephen V. John Brown’s Body. Garden City, N. Y.: Doubleday, 1930. 

BS of Studio Book Shop, Birmingham; undated AL Augustus Benners to WS 
pasted in. 

Bergson, Henri. L’In/ui!ion philosophique. Paris: Pelletan, 1927. 
Bible-New Testament 

The Beatitudes from the Sermon on the Mount. [London: Mermaid, 19511. LI, dtd. 
10/24/51; LA from Caravel Press. 

The Newe Testamente. Trans. William Tyndale. Lexington, Ky.: Anvil, 1954-1955. 
Vol. 1 (S. Mathew): LTL Anvil Press to Mrs. Stevens, dtd. 2/l/56; L receipt with 
envelope; LI. Vol. 2 (S. Marke): PU. Vol. 3 (S. Luke): PU. Vol. 4 (S. Jhon): LC. 
Vols. 1 and 2 mailed after WS’ death. 

Bible-Old Testament 
The Book of Tobit from the Apocrypha. Harrow Weald: Raven, 1931. 

Bishop, Elizabeth. Poems: North and South, A ColdSpring. Boston: Houghton, 195.5. LCP. 
Bok, Curtis. Commonwealth V Gordon . . . [San Francisco: Grabhorn], 1949. [Judicial 

opinion]. L holiday greetings from Blanche and Alfred Knopf. 
Bosanquet, Theodora. Paul Valery. London: Hogarth, 1933. BS (R). 
Bosquet, Alain. Saint-John Perse. [Paris]: Seghers, [19531. 
Bosschere, Jean de. The Closed Door. Trans. F. S. Flint. London: J. Lane, 1917. S, dtd. 

10/20/17 in New York; LC (2). 
Bossuet, Jacques B. Sermon sur la mort. Paris: Pelletan, 1921. SB. 
Bradley, Francis H. Aphorisms. Oxford: Clarendon, 1930. 
Brecht, Bertolt. The Trial oflucullus. Trans. H. R. Hays. [New York]: New Directions, 

[1943]. 
Bridges, Robert S. Eros and Psyche. Rev. ed. 1894; rpt. Newtown: Gregynog, 1935. 

LA, LC dtd. 11/29/35 regarding this book. 
Brillat-Savarin, Jean A. The Physiology of Taste. London: I’. Davies, 1925. PU. 
Browning, Elizabeth B. Sonnets from the Portuguese. 1850; rpt. Cambridge: Rampant 

Lions, 1939. 
----------. See also II. 
Browning, Robert. The lyric Poems of Robert Browning. Ed. Ernest Rhys. London: Dent, 

[1898]. S, M. May belong to earlier category. 
[Bruller, Jean]. Les Silences de la mer. [New York]: Pantheon. 1943. 
Bucovich, Marius von. Paris. Paris: Jonquieres, [1928]. 
Burckhardt, Jacob. The Letters of Jacob Burckhardt. Ed. and trans. Alexander Dru. 

London: Routledge, [1955]. 
Busoni, Ferruccio B. Letters to His Wife. Trans. Rosamond Ley. London: Arnold, [1938]. 

BS (R); N on flyleaf, quoting New Statesman for 10/5/40; N on back paste-down; M. 
Butler, Eliza M. Rainer Maria Rilke. Cambridge: Cambridge Univ. Press, 1941. BS (H), 

LC (2) regarding Rilke. 
Campion, Th omas, Songs and Masques, with Observations in the Art of Englrsh Poesy, Ed. 

A. H. Bullen. London: A. H. Bullen; New York: Scribners, 1903. M. May belong to 
earlier category. 

Camus, Albert. L’Homme revolt& [Paris]: Gallimard, [1951]. 
Carew, Thomas. The Poems of Thomas Carew. London: Lawrence and Bullen; New York: 

Scribners, 1899. PPU, M. May belong to earlier category. 
Cassirer, Ernst. An Essay on Man. New Haven: Yale Univ. Press, 1944. LC (2) 

regarding Cassirer and this book, one dtd. 4/15/45. See NA 136. 
Chapman, George, trans. Homer’s Batrachomyomarhia, Hymns and Epigrams. London: 

J. R. Smith, 1888. 
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----------. The Illiad. By Homer. 3rd ed. 2 ~01s. London: J.R. Smith, 1898. Both SB. 
Vol. 1: PPU. Vol. 2: PU. 

----------. The OAysseys. By Homer. 2nd ed. 2 ~01s. London: Reeves and Turner, 1897. 
Both SB. Vol. 1: M prob. not WS’. 

Chastellux, Francois Jean, Marquis de. Travels in North America . . . . [Trans. George 
Grieve]. 2 ~01s. London: G. G. J. and J. Robinson, 1787. SB. Vol. 1: LTNonclipping 
from book catalogue indicates book was purchased from Hugh Rees. See L 568. 

Chekhov, Anton. Plays. Trans. Marian Fell. New York: Scribners, 1917. 
----------. Plays: Second Series. Trans. Julius West. New York: Scribners,. 1919. S, dtd. 

5/13/20 in New York. 
Chesshire, May. An Anthology: Extracts from Letters Written by Miss May Chesshire. . . . Ed. 

Diana Harding. Horsham, Sussex: S. Guthrie, [1937]. 
Church, Henry. Vastki. [Paris]: privately printed, [1929]. PU; LTL William Leger to 

Barbara Church, dtd. B/24/47, with autograph note by Barbara Church. See L 568. 
Coleridge, Samuel T. The Friend. 3rd ed. 3 ~01s. London: Pickering, 1837. Vol. III: PPU. 
----------. Selected Poems of Coleridge. [Ed. Stephen Potter]. [London]: Nonesuch, 1935. 

PPU; LI from Rees, dtd. 5/27/36. 
Colvin, Sidney. Keats. 2nd ed. London: Macmillan, 1902. M. May belong to earlier 

category. 
Corbiere, Tristan. Armor, avec kuit eaux-fortes de Romanin. Paris: Helleu, 1935. 
Cuyas, Arturo. Appleton’s New Spanish-English and English-Spanish Dictionary. 2 ~01s. New 

York: Appleton, 1922. 
Davies, Rhys. A Bed of Feathers. London: Mandrake, 1929. 
Delacroix, Eugene. TheJournal ofEugene Delacroix. Trans. Walter Path. London: J. Cape, 

[1938]. BS (R); LAN on postcard, Walter Path to WS dtd. 7118118, concerning 
Path’s drawing for “Earthy Anecdote.” See L 209. 

Derrick, Thomas. Everyman. London: Dent, [193Ol. BS (R). 
Duchartre, Pierre L. La Combdie italienne. Paris: Librairie de France, [c1924]. SB. 
The Dutchess [Margaret W. Hungerford]. TheHaunted Chamber. New York: Mershon, 

[c1886?]. 
Eliot, T. S. Ara Vu Prec. [London]: Ovid, [1920]. M prob. not WS’; LC (4) relating to 

Eliot and dtd. 1923-1927. See L 216-17. 
----------. Four Quartets. New York: Harcourt, [1943]. BS (H). 
----------. Poems. Richmond: Hogarth, 1919. 
----------. See Others (1917) in Vb. 
Eluard, Paul. le Dur DPsir de durer. Fr. with Eng. trans. by Stephen 

Spender and Frances Cornford. Philadelphia: Grey Falcon, 119501. PU. 
Epictetus. A Selection from the Discourses of Epictetus, with The Enckeiridion. Trans. George 

Long. Baltimore: R. H. Woodward, [1893]. M not certainly WS’. 
Fargue, Leon-Paul. Poemes. Paris: Gallimard, 1943. [Portfolio, illustrated]. See L 698. 
Firbank, Arthur A. R. The Artificial Princess. London: Duckworth, 1934. BS (H). See 

L 287. 
Flaubert, Gustave. Oeuvres completes. Vols. l-21 of 28 ~01s. Paris: Conard, 1910-1930. 

BS (F) in all but ~01s. 18 and 19. Vol. I: LI not to WS. 
Fox, Albertine. The Strucfure of a Scream. Mexico, D. F.: Artes Graficas, 1951. L greeting 

card from Fox and part of mailing wrapper. 
Freeman, John. John Freeman’s letters. Ed. Gertrude Freeman and Sir John Squire. 

London: Macmillan, 1936. BS (R), N on dust-jacket, M (1). 
Frost, Robert. Selected Poems. 3rd ed. New York: Holt, [1934]. BS (H). LAL Frost to WS, 

dtd. 7/28/35; LP of Frost and WS in Key West, 1940 (Plate XV in Letters); L slip of 
paper with Frost’s address in his hand. 

Gide, Andre. Robert. Paris: Gallimard, 1930. BS (F), LC with photograph of Carl 
Purdy. 

Goethe, Johann Wolfgang von. Faust. Vols. l-2 of 3 ~01s. Darmstadt: E. Ludwig, 
1922-1923. 

----------. See also I. 
Gogh, Vincent Van. letters to Emile Bernard. London: Cresset, 1938. 
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Gregory, Horace. No Retreat. New York: Harcourt, [c1933]. N (2); TL Gregory to WS, 
dtd. 2119133, pasted in. See L 265. 

Grierson, Sir Herbert J. C. The Flute, with Other Translations and u Poem. [Warlingham, 
Surrey: Samson], 1931. LAL Walter Path to WS, dtd. 7/24/39; LA. 

Guy, Georges. Entrefien de Hugo van der Goes avec Piero Della Francesca au Chateau d’llrbin. 
[Typescript of poem dedicated to WS]. Paper cover; S by Guy, dtd. 1954-1955; 
enclosed with TL dtd. 6/25/55. See L 890. 

Harcourt-Smith, Simon. The Last of Uptake. London: B. T. Batsford, [1902]. BS (R). 
Harvard College Class of 1907 War Records. Norwood, Mass.: Plimpton, 119201. 
Helvdtius, Claude A. Oeuvres completes. 2 ~01s. London: n. p., 1781. SB. Vol. 1: S and 

bookplate, neither WS’;LTL Anatole Vidal to WS, dtd. 6/12/36; LI from Bosse of 
Paris with WS’ autograph notes; LTN with WS’ corrections and Vidal’s 
annotations. Vol. 2: S not WS’. 

Herbert, George. The Temple. London: Nonesuch, 1927. 
Housman, Alfred E. A Shropshire Lnd. Portland, Me.: T. B. Mosher, 1906. LC from the 

Nation, announcing choice of “The Men That Are Falling” as 1936 prize poem. 
Hughes, Richard A. Gipsy-Night and Other Poems. Waltham: Golden Cockerel, [1922]. 

BS (R), PU. 
The Hundred Besf Epigrams. Ed. Edward B. Osborn. Oxford: Blackwell, 1928. BS (R). 
Huxley, Julian. Religion without Revelation. London: Watts, [1941]. BS (H). 
Ibsen, Henrik. The Collected Works. 11 ~01s. London: Heinemann, 1906-1909. SB. 
Ivliani. Les Proverbes divertissans . . . . Paris: E. Loyson, 1668. Bookplate not WS’; N on 

flyleaf indicating purchase from Blackwell’s; LC with French kans. of I’. C. C. 
Giovanni Papini’s “Lettre . . . aux Poetes.” See “Reply to Papini,” CP 446. 

Jarrell, Randall. Pictures from an Institution. New York: Knopf, 1954. Advance copy; see 
L 818. M (1). 

Jarrett-Kerr, Martin. Francois Mauriar. Cambridge: Bowes, [1954]. 
Jayadiva, Shri. Gitn Govenda. Kandy, Ceylon: Gamini, 1940. See L 380. 
Jones, I’. Mansell. Baudelaire. Cambridge: Bowes, [1952]. LI, dtd. 5/28/52, for this and 

six other volumes in the Studies in Modern European Literature and Thought 
Series. 

Jonson, Ben. Ben Ionson. Ed. Brinsley Nicholson. 3 ~01s. London: Unwin; New York: 
Scribners, [1893-18951. Vol. 3: L blank sheet of stationery from the Bellvue- 
Stratford Hotel, Philadelphia. 

Joyce, James. Finnegans Wake. New York: Viking, 1939. SB. 
----------. Ulysses. Paris: Shakespeare, 1922. SB, PU. See L 231. 
Kenyon, Frank. The Myth of the Mind. London: Watts, 1941. BS (H). 
La Fontaine, Jean de. Fables rhoisies. Amsterdam: I’. Mortier, 1731. 
Larbaud, Valery. Poems of a Multimillionaire. Trans. William Jay Smith. [New York: 

Bonacio and Saul, 19551. L compliments card from translator and brochure from 
Wittenborn & Co. of New York. 

Longus. Les Amours pastorales de Daphnes et Chloe. Trans. Jacques Amyot. Chelsea: 
Ashdene, 1933. 

Lyall, Archibald. It Isn’t Done, OY The Future of Taboo among the British Islanders. London: 
Kegan Paul, 1930. 

Macaulay, Rose. Milton. New York: Harper, 1935. BS (H); N on dust-jacket; M. 
Machiavelli, Niccolo. Le Prince. Paris: Helleu and Sergent, 1929. PU. 
[Margurite de Valois, Queen Consort of Henry IV]. The History of Margaret of Valoys. 

London: n. p., 1652. SB; N on back flyleaf; N not WS’ on verso of front flyleaf; LC 
from catalogue describing this book. 

Mauron, Charles. Aesthetics and Psychology. Trans. Roger Fry and Katherine J&n. 
London: Hogarth, 193.5. BS (R); N throughout and on dust-jacket; M; LAN. See 
OI’225, NA 30. 

----------. The Nature of Beauty in Art and Literature. Trans. Roger Fry. London: Hogarth, 
1927. 

The Mediterranean: An Anthology. Comp. Paul Bloomfield. London: Cassell, [1935]. BS 
(R); dtd. 11/35, prob. not by WS. 
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Meynell, Alice C. A Father of Women and Other Poems. London: Burns and Oates, 1917. 
BS (B); S, dtd. 1111917; M (1). 

----------. See also III. 
Mirrlees, Hope. Paris: A Poem. Richmond: Hogarth, 1919. Correction p. 3, prob. by 

author or publisher. 
Moore, Marianne. Selected Poems. New York: Macmillan, 1935. N and M indicate WS 

used this copy to prepare his review, “A Poet That Matters” (OP 247-54). LAL (2) 
Moore to WS, dtd. 7/11/35 and 3/5/36; LTL Moore to WS, dtd. 3/10/36, with 
envelope; LTL Roger Roughton to Moore, dtd. 2/18/36. 

Morley, John M. Rousseau. 2 ~01s. London: Macmillan, 1905. Vol. 1: PU, LA. Vol. 2: 
PU. 

Muller, Jorgen P. My System: I 5 Minutes’ Work a Day for Health’s Sake. Trans. G.M. Fox- 
Davies. Philadelphia: McKay, [1915?1. BS (B). 

Murdoch, Iris. Sartre, Romantic Rationalist. Cambridge: Bowes, [1953]. 
Nerval, Gerard de. Pohies. Paris: Helleu and Sergent, 1924. PU. 
----------. Syluie: Souvenirs du Valois. Trans. Lucie Page. Portland, Me.: T.B. Mosher, 

1904. 
Nicholson, Norman. Five Rivers. New York: Dutton, 194.5. PPU; LTN regarding John 

Mall; LTL Dutton & Co. to WS, dtd. 7/18/45, requesting comments on this book. 
Nietzsche, Friedrich. Thoughts Out of Season. Trans. Anthony M. Ludovici. 2nd ed. 

Edinburgh: T.N. Foulis, 1910. Part I. BS of Foyles, London; S not WS’; N and M not 
WS’; LI from Rees, dtd. 6111153. See L 431, 461, 486. 

Nutting, Wallace. Connecticut Beautiful. Garden City, N.Y.: Garden City, [19X]. 
----------. Massachusetts Beautiful. Garden City, N.Y.: Garden City, [19351. BS of G. Fox 

& Co., Hartford; S by Wallace Nutting; LAN by Elsie Stevens. 
----------. Pennsylvania Beautiful. Garden City, N.Y.: Garden City, [1935]. 
----------. Virginia Beautiful. Garden City, N.Y.: Garden City, [1935]. BS of G. Fox & 

Co., Hartford. 
O/Casey, Sean. Within the Gates. London: Macmillan, 1933. BS (H); PU; S, dtd. 3/15/34 

in New York. 
O/Reilly, Montagu [Wayne Andrews]. Pianos of Sympathy. Norfolk, Conn.: New 

Directions, 1936. 
Ovid. Mefamorpkoses. Trans. Rolfe Humphries. Bloomington, Indiana Univ. Press, 

1955. LTL Indiana Univ. Press to WS, dtd. a/3/55, requesting comments on this 
book, with envelope; LCP. 

Patchen, Kenneth. The Dark Kingdom. New York: Harris and Givens, [1942]. PU. 
----------. The Journal of Albion Moonlight. [Mt. Vernon, N.Y.: Walpole, ~19411. PU; L 

Christmas card from Kenneth and Miriam Patchen. See L 389. 
Paulhan, Jean. Les Causes &bres. [Paris]: Gallimard, [1950]. See L 687, 690. 
Perrault, Charles. Histories or Tales of Past Times Told by Mother Goose. . . . Trans. G. M., 

gent. London: Fortune, [1928]. BS (H); PI-J. 
Petrarca, Francisco. Sonetfi. Trans. A.W. Schlegel et al. Frankfurt: Kleukens-Presse, 

[1923]. 
Poets at Work. New York: Harcourt, [1948]. L compliments card from Lockwood 

Memorial Library. 
[Pound, Ezra]. Hugh Selwyn Mauberley. [London]: Ovid, 1920. LAL JohnRodker to WS, 

dtd. 7/28/[1920], indicates Rodker sent book to WS. 
----------. Pavannes and Divisions. New York: Knopf, 1918. BS (B); S, dtd. 7112118 in 

New York. 
Prokosch, Frederic. Chosen Poems. Garden City, N.Y.: Doubleday, 1947. 
Proverbs and Family Mottoes. Ed. James A. Mair. London: Routledge, 1891. 
Racial Proverbs. Comp. Selwyn G. Champion. London: Routledge, 1938. BS (R), L 

pamphlet on French wines. 
Ransom, John Crowe. Selected Poems. New York: Knopf, 194.5. BS (H); LTN Ransom to 

WS, dtd. 7/18/45; LAN Ransom to WS, dtd. 12/10/[1945], with envelope, See L 
511, 518. 
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Raymond, Marcel. From Baudelaire to Surrealism. Trans. G. M. New York: Wittenborn, 
Schultz, [19491. 

[Rhygyfarch]. The Life of Saint Dad. [Newton]: Gregynog, 1927. LI. 
Richards, I.A. Coleridge on Imagination. London: Kegan Paul, 1934. BS (R); N through- 

out and on dust-jacket; M; LTL Cyril Connolly to WS, dtd. 4/12/47. SeeNA 10,18. 
Richter, Johann Paul. Flower, Fruit anA Thorn Pieces. 2 ~01s. Leipzig: Tauchnitz, 1871. 

Both SB. 
Rilke, Rainer Maria, Lettres a un jeune poete. Trans. Bernard Grasset and Rainer Biemel. 

Paris: Grasset, 1937. SB, LP (2). 
[Ross, William W.E.]. Sonnets by E. R. Toronto: Heaton, 1932. Brentano’s envelope 

pasted in; LAL Marianne Moore to WS, dtd. l/3/33. 
Russell, Bertrand. Icarus, or The Future of Science. London: Kegan, Paul, 1924. BS (H). 
----------. let the People Think: A Seledion of Essays. London: Watts, [l941]. BS (H). 
Rylands, George H.W. Russet and Taffeta. London: Hogarth, 1925. BS (H). 
Sackville-West, Victoria M. Seducers in Ecuador. London: Hogarth, 1924. BS (H); S, dtd. 

l/9/25 in New York. 
Sanctis, Francesco de. Hisfory of Italian Literature. Trans. Joan Redfern. Vol. 2 of 2 ~01s. 

New York: Harcourt, [1931]. See L 537. 
Santayana, George. Persons and Places. 3 ~01s. New York: Scribners, 1944-1953. Vol. 1: 

BS (H). Vol. 2: BS (H); L typed copy of Santayana’s “A Dedication,“with account of 
its publishing history. 

----------. See also II and III. 
Senac de Meilhan, Gabriel. Consolation philosophique. 1797; rpt. [Paris: Dorbon-aine, 

19311. SB. 
Shakespeare, William. Hamlet. Eng. with Fr. trans. by Andre Gide. New York: 

Pantheon, [1945]. 
Shenstone, William. The Letters of William Shensfone. Ed. Marjorie Williams. Oxford: 

Blackwell, 1939. 
Shepard, Odell. The Harvest of a Quiet Eye. Boston: Houghton, 1927. BS of the Lewis 

Street Bookshop, Hartford; PPU. 
Southey, Robert. A Vision of judgemenf and The Vision of Judgemenf by lord Byron. Harrow 

Weald: Maynard and Bray, 1932. 
Specification So wol der Koniglichen Dannemarckischen als Hollandischen Kriegs-Schiffe . . . . n. p.: 

n. p., 1656. SB (paper boards); N not WS’ on front paste-down; LI from I.K. 
Fletcher of London, dtd. 10/28/54. Not acquired from Holly Stevens. 

Spenser, Edmund. The Lyric Poems of Edmund Spenser. Ed. Ernest Rhys. London: Dent, 
[1894]. S; M in the “Amoretti.” May belong to earlier category. 

----------. See also II. 
Starkie, Enid. An& Gide. Cambridge: Bowes, [1953]. 
Svevo, Italo [Ettore Schmitz]. The Hoax. Trans. Beryl de Zoete. London: Hogarth, 

1929. BS (R); S, dtd. 10/31/30 in Miami. 
Swift, Jonathan. Miscellaneous Poems. Ed. R. Ellis Roberts. [Waltham]: Golden 

Cockerel, 1928. PU. 
Symons, Julian. Confusions about X. London: Fortune, [1939]. BS (R); LTL Symons to 

WS, dtd. 4117139. 
Synge, John Millington. Poems and Translations. Dublin: Maunsel and Roberts, 1921. 

LAN from the Poetry Bookshop, London, dtd. 10/14/24. 
----------. See also III. 
Thomas, Edward. Chosen Essays. [Newtown]: Gregynog, 1926. BS (R). 
----------. Light and Twilighf. London: Duckworth, 1911. BS (R). 
----------. Six Poems. [Flansham: Pear Tree, 19271. LAL James Guthrie to WS, dtd. 

1217137; LA. 
Thoreau, Henry David. Walden, or Life in the Woods. London: Chapman and Hall, 1927. 

BS (R), LC dtd. 12/6/59. 
The Thousand and One Nights. Trans. Edward William Lane. Ed. Edward Stanley Poole. 

3 ~01s. London: Chatto and Windus, 1912. 
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A Treasury of Inspiratian. Comp. Neville Hobson. Oxford: Blackwell, 1933. [Adages]. 
BS (R). 

Trilling, Lionel. The Middle of the lourney. New York: Viking, 1947. 
T.S. Eliot: A Study of His Wrifings by Several Hands. Ed. Balachandra Rajan. London: 

D. Dobson, 1947. LCE and I’, LA. 
XXI Welsh Gypsy Folk Tales. Comp. John Sampson. Newtown: Gregynog, 1933. 
Valery, Paul. le Cimetiere marin. Fr. with Eng. trans. by C. Day Lewis. London: Seeker 

and Warburg, (19461. 
Verlaine, Paul. Parallelement. Paris: Pelletan, 1932. SB, L cancellandum and printed 

note from publisher. 
----------. P&es completes. [Paris]: Editions de la Banderole, 1923. SB, identified in 

Non back flyleaf. 
----------. Sagesse. Paris: Pelletan, 1925. SB. 
Viereck, Peter. Sfrike through fhe Mask! New York: Scribners, 1950. LCA. 
Weygandt, Cornelius. The Blue Hills. New York: Holt, [1936]. 
----------. Philadelphia Folks. New York: Appleton, 1938. M (1). 
----------. The Wissahickon Hills. Philadelphia: Univ. of Penn. Press, 1930. LTL Charles 

I. Thompson to WS, dtd. l/20/30, regarding this book and its author; L part of 
mimeographed letter from Margery Day Hanson. 

Williams, William Carlos. The Desert Music and Other Poems. New York: Random, 
[1954]. LCP. 

----------. The Wedge. [Cummington, Mass.]: Cummington, 1944. 
Wilson, Edmund. Axel’s Castle: A Sfudy in the lmaginafive liferafure of 1870-7930. New 

York: Scribners, 1935. Several blank pages; LTL Christian Gauss to WS, dtd. 
l/14/41, regarding “Noble Rider” lecture. See L 357. 

Woolf, Leonard S. The Village in fhe jungle. 5th ed. London: Hogarth, 1931. M (1); L 
mailing label from Cargill’s of Colombo, Ceylon; LC. See L 331-32. 

Woolf, Virginia. Jacob’s Room. Richmond: Hogarth, 1922. PU; subscriber’s label pasted 
in, S by Virginia Woolf at Hogarth Press, 1011922. 

----------. Mrs. Dalloway. London: Hogarth, 1925. LAL S[imon] Kra to WS, dtd. 
5/24/23; L card of Barcalow Stevens. 

----------. To the Lighthouse. London: Hogarth, 1927. BS (R); L printed letter from 
Hogarth Press S by Leonard and Virginia Woolf, with envelope. 

Wycherley, William. The Complefe Works. Ed. Montague Summers. 4 ~01s. Soho: 
Nonesuch, 1924. All ~01s.: BS (R), PU. 

Yeats, W.B. Stories of Michael Robarfes and His Friends. Dublin: Cuala, 1931. 
Zoshchenko, Mikhail M. The Woman Who Could Not Read and Other Tales. London: 

Methuen, [19401. BS (R). 
----------. The Wonderful Dog and Other Tales. London: Methuen, [1942]. BS (R). 

(To be continued in next issue.) 
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THE UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL ARKANSAS 
presents 

THE WALLACE STEVENS CENTENNIAL 
April 13-14, 1979 

Sponsored by 

DEPARTMENaTdOF ENGLISH 

THE DIVISION OF CONTINUING EDUCATION 

PROGRAM 
Friday, April 13 Health Sciences Center Auditorium 
8:00 a.m. Registration (Coffee and donuts will be provided.) 
8:45 a.m. Welcome-Virginia Levey 
9:00 a.m. “Knowledge, on the Edges of Oblivion”: Stevens’ Late Poems- 

Robert Butte1 
lo:30 a.m. “My Dear Old Boy”: The Wallace Stevens-Arthur Powell Friendship 

-Peter Brazeau 
11:30 a.m. Lunch (on your own) 
1:30 p.m. The Cry and the Occasion: “Chocorua to its Neighbor”- 

Roy Harvey Pearce 
3:00 p.m. Intimation in the Poetry of Stevens and What Stevens Intimated 

About It-Frank Doggett 
5:OO p.m. Conclusion 
7:00 p.m. Poetry Reading-Richard Eberhart 
The reading will be in the Mirror Room, McAlister Hall. 
Saturday, April 14 Health Sciences Center Auditorium 
9:30 a.m. “The Poems of Our Climate”: Deconstruction and Its Discontents- 

Harold Bloom and Joseph Riddel 
11:30 a.m. Concluding Remarks-Virginia Levey 

REGISTRATION INFORMATION 
The registration fee for the conference is $75. The fee does not cover lodging and 

food. A deposit of $25 must be submitted by March 16, with the remainder of the fee 
payable at registration on April 13. Please make your remittance payable to the 
University of Central Arkansas. Refunds cannot be made after April 1. 

COORDINATORS 
Virginia Levey, Associate Professor, English 
Robert Lowrey, Associate Professor, English 
Terrance B. Kearns, Assistant Professor, English 
Loretta Price, Director of Conferences, Continuing Education 

For further information, call (501) 327-5787. 
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Current Bibliography 

Cunningham, J.V. “Tradition and Modernity: Wallace Stevens.” The Col- 
/e&d’ Essays of /. V. Cunningham (Chicago: SwaIIow, 1976), 225-243. 

Stevens was a modernist in his rejection of traditional forms and 
subjects he considered dull and trite and in his intention to write original 
and difficult poetry for the initiates rather than the masses. Yet Stevens 
borrowed and reshaped traditional verse forms the way the Romantics 
did before him. The way he perceived the relation between nature and 
God also links him with Wordsworth. 

D’Avanzo, Mario L. “Stevens’ ‘The Emperor of Ice-Cream’ and Emerson’s 
‘The Poet.’ ” Fotir Decades of Poetry: 1890-1930, II (January 1978), 48-54. 

“The Emperor” reassesses the function of the post-Romantic poet in 
the age of materialism. For Stevens, the poet no longer has the exalted 
Emersonian position of “sovereign.“But he is still centrally important to 
man because of the truth he offers, however diminished and ambiguous 
his view of the world. 

Davenport, Guy. “Epicurus in New Haven. “Canto, I (Winter 1977), 160-164. 

Santayana was the embodiment in our time of the late Greek and 
Roman reductionists called Epicureans. Stevens/mature poetry reflects 
the influence of Santayana’s Epicurean melancholy and concept of 
“essence.“ Negative comments on Harold Bloom’s difficult jargon and 
tedious commentary (Wallace S/pzjcns: TAP Poems of Our Climak). 

Frye,Northrop. “Wallace Stevens and the Variation Form.” Spivitus Mundi: 
Essays on Literature, Myth end Soriety (Bloomington: Indiana Univ. Press, 
1976), pp. 275-294. 

The variation form in Stevens’ poetry resembles the variation form in 
music “in which a theme is presented in a sequence of analogous but 
differing settings.” This principle is the first of three”effects of analogy” 
mentioned in Stevens’essayof that title. The second”effect”that”every 
image is a restatement of the subject of the image in terms of an atti- 
tude” closely resembles Eliot’s objective correlative. The third “effect” 
that “every image is an intervention on the part of the image-maker” 
relates to Stevens’ notion of poetry as a struggle between the forces of 
imagination and reality. 

Lensing, George S. “The Early Years of Wallace Stevens.” Southern Review, 

XIV (January 1978), 162-169. 

Holly Stevens’ Souvenirs and Prophecies succeeds most in revealing the 
gradual formation of the poet’s maturity, although it doesn’t “explain 
the great leap from the juvenile verses to ‘Sunday Morning.’ ” Stevens 
lived alone in New York for nearly ten years tutoring himself in the 
exigencies of practical life while guarding his private life. Left to his 
interior resources he found his mature poetic expression in 1914-15. 

Tarr, Rodger L. “Stevens’ ‘Autumn Refrain.’ ” The Explicator, XXXVI (Sep- 
tember 1978), 19-20. 

Stevens, like Keats, writes of the wonder of poetry and even uses 
Keats’ themes and imagery to celebrate that wonder. Yet Stevens seeks 
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to demystify the eternal nightingale of Keats’poem”and locate it within 
the mundane terms of the poem’s word-symbols.” The poem’s words 
reside silently alone, apart from the poet and reader. 

Weissman, Judith. “Stevens’ War Poems: And is Their Logic to Outweigh 
McDonagh’s Bony Thumb?” Cvitiral Q~~rf~rly, XX (Summer 1978), 37-55. 

The title refers to Yeats’ effectiveness in protraying heroic idealism 
and war, and the pain and loss of tragedy. Stevens’ anti-heroic and 
democratic views prevented him from convincingly treating these 
themes and emotions. He could feel at a distance as the poet, but could 
not get inside the painful emotions of others. Although his earlier 
poetry dramatized the sensual, the small, and the personal as opposed to 
the institutionalized and the mechanical, his later poetry became more 
abstract. Themes of sensuality, heroism, and tragedy entirely disap- 
peared and he did not mourn their loss. He defined his new poetry as 
“the poetry of thought.” 
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